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DFA Chairman’s report
Good market outlook brings
opportunities
an exotic pest or disease and we must
have funds put aside to act quickly
when this occurs. Growers can expect
to receive more information in the
forthcoming months.
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Mark King
Chairman

The last quarter has been busy
representing dried fruits at many
meetings.
At the International Seedless Dried
Grape Producing Countries Conference
in London it was interesting to note
that total dried grape production is up
slightly (3%), but still well below the
2016 tonnages.
Demand is strong and prices around
the world have increased for good
quality fruit. Much like in Australia,
plantings around the world have
decreased, although global production
has remained relatively steady due to
the move to higher-bearing varieties
that produce more consistently.
Currants around the world are in short
supply. Greece is the largest producer
of currants but is growing less and less
each year. Production has fallen from
25,000 tonnes to 13,000t and sources
at the international conference believe
there will be further declines in Greek
production.
I see this as a good opportunity for
Australian growers and I encourage
you to speak to your processors and
nursery about planting Black Gem and/
or Carina currants.
The 2019 Australian crop is shaping
up well. Sultanas are average, with
all other varieties looking excellent,
although there has been some shatter
in Sunmuscat this year.
Many years ago a Victorian Department
of Primary Industries project
investigating the Sunmuscat variety
found single application of CCC was
helpful in preventing shatter. This could
be worth considering in future seasons
and interested growers should look
up the research papers in the industry
library on the DFA website.

enquiries@driedfruitsaustralia.org.au

@DriedFruitsAustralia

www.driedfruitsaustralia.org.au
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As discussed at the Dried Fruits
Australia Annual Growers’ Forum in
November, DFA will be working toward
implementing a Biosecurity Levy. At
some time in the future there will be a
biosecurity incident with an outbreak of

There doesn’t seem to be a column that
I write where water isn’t mentioned,
and this one is no different. Temporary
water prices are high, and this will
affect many growers’ bottom line. With
many industries trying to secure water
for their summer crops, I cannot see
this getting better in the future unless
there are substantial rain events in
catchment areas.
Channel capacity could come into play
when demands get high, especially
since the Menindee lakes is unable to
supply water into the system to help
meet demand. This is a real concern
with the Murray Darling Basin Authority
looking at options to decommission
some of the lakes. DFA has been
engaging in this discussion, yet the
consultation by the government
departments has been atrocious to say
the least. We will continue to advocate
on behalf of growers and will keep you
posted of any new developments as
they arise.

Mark King
Chairman

ATGA Chairman’s report
Compliant growers will harvest
rewards
John Argiro
Chairman

Welcome to 2019, I hope you all had a
relaxing festive season and are looking
forward to the year ahead.
Predictions for this season have been
positive to date, and we’re all hoping it
stays this way for our growers.
Production is estimated at 200,000
tonnes for the 2018-19 season. The
production split remains unchanged
at approximately 130,000t for export
(65%) and 70,000t for the domestic
market (35%), with export production
expected to increase by 20,000t this
season.
For those growers that applied for
export accreditation to protocol
markets in the 2018-19 season,
significant changes were made to
the Accredited Properties legislation
resulting in an updated China Work
Plan at the commencement of the audit
schedule. This was less than ideal for
many growers, leaving many confused
as to the paperwork required to get
through the audit.
In light of this, the Australian Table
Grape Association has recognised the
need to provide more templates and
guides for growers wanting to export,
and will spend the next few months
working closely with the Department
of Agriculture and Water Resources
(DAWR) to develop a suite of tools to
assist growers in getting through their
audit, whilst meeting the new legislation
requirements.
Not only do changes in export
legislation impact growers, so to
do continual changes to Maximum
Residue Limits (MRLs) and Withholding
Periods (WHPs) for chemicals. In recent
months, there have been changes to
the way the Republic of Korea regulates
MRLs.
As communicated in the DAWR
electronic newsletter, Korea has moved
to a positive list system for MRLs,
which means there is a uniform limit of
0.01ppm for all agricultural chemicals
– unless otherwise specified. In
implementing the positive list system,

a large number of existing MRLs will
be progressively deleted and set at the
0.01ppm default limit unless a specific
MRL has been established through a
scientific assessment conducted by the
Korean Government.
The ATGA has liaised with the
Australian Wine Research Institute
(AWRI) to revise the table grape list
and make necessary adjustments.
This has resulted in a change to one
recommendation: the difenoconazole
(Digger) withholding period has
increased from 28 days to 56 days for
fruit destined for Korea.
Changes to MRLs in Korea are being
implemented in phases. Exporters are
encouraged to stay up to date with the
MRL requirements for the products they
export to Korea, and to other export
markets, to avoid consignments being
stopped at the border.
The ATGA recently encouraged growers
to complete the MADEC Labour
Hire Requirements Form following
discussions with the National Farmers
Federation (NFF) towards labour
requirements for the table grape
industry. Sixty growers responded with
a request for 4,500 seasonal labour
workers estimated by the ATGA as
being required for the table grape
industry. This equation was used to
calculate total requirements for the
industry, which equated to the 15,000
seasonal workers. Our efforts to
secure a sustainable, legal workforce
is essential to the sustainability of our
industry and ATGA will continue to
work closely with organisations such
as the NFF and DAWR to see programs
such as the proposed Ag Visa scheme
implemented.
There is little doubt the table grape
industry is constantly evolving, and
there are always issues for us as an
industry to contend with. Here’s hoping
for yet another successful table grape
season with high volumes and strong
returns to growers.
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Cover story
Fruit fly - prevention is key for growers
For table grape growers, fruit fly is
one of the major pests of concern for
both the domestic and export markets.
Chemical restrictions and regulation
changes over the years have resulted
in the withdrawal of many commonly
used chemicals, with growers looking
for effective alternative control options
on-farm.
While we may not like to hear it, a single
fruit fly anywhere in Australia costs
the industry both financially and by
reputation as a producer of clean, green
produce.
In Australia there are hundreds of fruit fly
species; however only two main species
are considered to cause the greatest
economic threats - Mediterranean fruit
fly (Ceratitis capitata) and Queensland
fruit fly (Bactrocera tryoni).
Mediterranean fruit fly occurs only in the
west (in parts of Western Australia) but
outbreaks and detections have been
found in South Australia in previous
years.
Queensland fruit fly (Qfly) is native to
Australia and inhabits eastern Australia,
throughout parts of the Northern
Territory, Queensland, New South
Wales and Victoria. Qfly has the ability
to quickly become an endemic threat
to Australian fresh producers not only
because of its large geographic spread,
but due to its ability to survive and
thrive under a range of temperatures
and conditions.
While Qfly will survive in several
geographical areas, a single Qfly
is only mobile over relatively short
distances, moving from vineyard to
vineyard, or from native (or urban hosts)
into commercial production areas.
It thrives because it is able to lay its
eggs in a wide range of host plants,
so it can spread rapidly and establish
over large areas if the conditions are
suitable. This combination of rapid
breeding and adaptability is what makes
management of Qfly so difficult and why
it is considered a serious insect pest of
Australian horticulture.

than three quarters of Australian fruit
and vegetable exports are susceptible
to infestation.

or many times; they are more likely to
re-mate if they sensed their first mate
lacked fitness.

Qfly could be present not only on your
property, but also on your neighbours’.
Residential gardens, home orchards and
wind breaks such as olives, can also
contain host plants for Qfly to complete
their life-cycle. Therefore, even with
appropriate vineyard management,
there could be Qfly living near your
commercial vineyard that could fly into
your crop when fruit begins to ripen.

The life cycle of Qfly

Production losses in endemic areas
are estimated to range from 0.5% to
3% annually (figures available from
Fruit Fly Fund, Hort Frontiers projects)
using current management techniques.
Without any management, production
losses due to Qfly will be significantly
higher.

The adult Qfly
Mature Qfly can be up to 8 millimetres
long, with a red to dark brown body. The
Qfly has a narrow waist between the
thorax (mid-section of the Qfly) and the
abdomen, and the thorax is patterned
with cream to yellow shoulder markings
and stripes. The wings are transparent.
The female can be identified by the
ovipositor (or ‘stinger’) at the base.
An adult Qfly can live for several
months, depending on environmental
conditions and food availability.
Adult Qfly can live throughout Winter
and become active again in Winter/
early Spring as temperatures increase.
Protein and sugar sources are required
for sexual maturation (the process of
becoming mature), and egg maturation
after mating. Flies can occasionally
be seen moving around plants early in
the morning looking for protein, then
rest during the hottest part of the day
within leafy canopies. Mating occurs at
dusk and female Qfly may mate once,

Over 100 fruit and vegetables are
confirmed hosts of Qfly meaning more
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In some horticultural production
regions, Qfly could have up to five
generations a year because the lifecycle
may be as short as three weeks. This
is why multiple control measures are
recommended to target the different
stages – eggs, larvae, pupae and adult
Qfly.
Table grape growers can be proactive
by monitoring and controlling Qfly within
their vineyard. However, if you can
work with neighbours, e.g. by sharing
monitoring results, each grower will
benefit from knowing when and where
the Qfly are increasing in number,
making control methods most effective.

Monitoring – knowledge is
power
Monitoring Qfly on your property
shows you whether Qfly populations
are increasing or decreasing over
time. Traps provide an indicator of Qfly
presence and tell you when to act.
The following steps describe how you
can install a monitoring system to track
trends in Qfly numbers and determine if
control measures are adequate.
1. Monitor using traps
Install traps in your vineyard (Figure
1). There are several commercial traps
available. Most traps have a plastic pot
containing a lure to attract the Qfly plus
a toxicant that kills flies once they enter
the trap.
Traps generally require servicing every
three months (i.e. clean, recharge with
new lures/ pesticides). Follow label
instructions.

This article focuses on Qfly - how to
monitor and put in place measures that
prevent a build-up in the population
on-farm. Armed with this practical
advice growers can plan, schedule and
react, as they do for any other pests or
disease. To better understand how to do
this, it helps to know more about the fly.

Extensive host range

Approximately two days after mating,
the adult female can lay several dozen
eggs into maturing fruit still on the vine.
The eggs hatch inside the fruit and the
larva feed on the ripening fruit. A single
adult female can lay up to two thousand
eggs in one life-time.

The female ‘stings’ the fruit to lay eggs,
leaving a wound or ‘sting’ mark. Pic: Jaye
Newman.

In the vineyard, traps used for
monitoring target the male fly
population. Male lures can attract and
trap male Qfly from up to 200 metres,
which is more economical than using
female traps (female traps generally
attract flies from only about 10 to 15
meters).
Male traps should be installed at a rate
of five traps per hectare, or 25 to 50

Lifecycle of the Queensland fruit fly (Diagram curtesy Applied Horticulture
Research and Horticulture Innovation Australia).
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Fruit fly trap fitted with an FT
Mallet wafer (containing a parapheromone and insecticide) to
attract and kill the male fly.

TIMING OF TRAP DEPLOYMENT*
Put traps out 8 weeks
before harvest

Expected harvest finish
Move traps 3
date
weeks after harvest

Table grape variety

Expected harvest
start date

Menindee Seedless

START JANUARY

1 NOVEMBER

END FEBRUARY

20 MARCH

Thompson Seedless

START FEBRUARY

1 DECEMBER

END MARCH

20 APRIL

Flame Seedless

START JANUARY

1 NOVEMBER

END FEBRUARY

20 MARCH

Red Globe

START MARCH

1 JANUARY

END JUNE

20 JULY

Autumn Royal

MID MARCH

15 JANUARY

END MAY

20 JUNE

Winter

WindBreak/
House/Sheds

1 JUNE

Put these dates in
your calendar! *

*Timing may vary depending on location; season and management practice
metres apart in both directions (along
the vine row and across the vine rows).
On the perimeter of the vineyard, or
around the house/sheds, female traps
can be used to draw flies out of the
vineyard, and to intercept new females
coming in (Figure 1).
2. When to start monitoring
Traps should be installed well before
véraison i.e. six to eight weeks before

the harvest date and checked weekly
until two to three weeks after harvest
to detect any Qfly that remain after the
crop has been harvested.
Make a trapping schedule by backdating six to eight weeks before the
approximate harvest date for each
grape variety. Remember that harvest
timing varies depending on location,
season and management practice.

Protein-based fly traps use an
attractant gel to lure hungry juvenile
Qfly, especially females. Females
require protein for egg development
and mating. The protein traps
also contain a yellow cube with
insecticide (DDVP) that kills Qfly
that enter the trap.
3. Where to place the trap
Place traps both along rows and across
several rows to work out which direction
the flies are coming from. Traps can be
placed in a T-shape (as illustrated in
Figure 1), a cross or square pattern to
suit the vineyard. Remember the more
traps you put out, the more time you will
need for ongoing monitoring. A fewer
number of well-placed traps, that are
easy to access, will be more practical
than an intensive monitoring grid.
continued on page 6
The Vine • Jan - Mar 2019
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Cover story
Qfly -Trap placement for monitoring in a vineyard

continued from page 5

Trap Positioning over Winter

In spring QFF will
migrate from their
winter shelter

Trap Positioning into Spring

Place traps 25m – 50m
apart along the
perimeter & around
the house/ shed.
Place male traps in the
vines 25m – 50m apart.
Female traps remain on
perimeter.

No leaf cover in winter – flies move out to
sheltered refuges – tree belts & house yards
Female trap

Leaf and fruit development - flies move into
vineyard
Male trap

D.JAENSCH & A.JESSUP

Figure 1. Male and female Qfly trap placement for monitoring in a vineyard.

To ensure good placement, think about
where Qfly is most likely to enter the
property. You may need to look beyond
the vineyard.
Look nearby for: rogue fruit trees;
house gardens; native vegetation or
evergreens; animal pens (e.g. chickens,
pigs, horses etc.); fertiliser stores;
packing sheds and fruit disposal areas;
earlier ripening grape varieties. These
are areas where the flies will be resting,
feeding and drinking.
Traps can be moved from the early
varieties to the late season varieties
if this can be done well before late
season véraison.
In Winter, move traps to the edge of
the vineyard as the flies will typically
move out of the vines during leaf drop.
Qfly will migrate to warmer and more
sheltered places such as evergreen
trees, windbreaks, house gardens and
buildings so that they can survive over
the Winter. A lemon tree is a good
spot for a Winter trap. Store surplus
traps out of the sun so the plastic lasts
longer.
4. When to check the traps
Check traps at least once a week,
starting before véraison through to the
end of picking. Remove the dead flies
as they are counted and record the
number for each trap. One Qfly is the
trigger to start bait-spraying or other
control measures.
When checking traps, cut open several

6
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berries to continually check for larvae.
When female Qfly are pregnant they are
more interested in laying eggs in fruit
than feeding, and they might fly bypass
the trap.
In Winter and Spring, check traps every
second week as the adult Qfly will
come out from their shelter on a sunny
day to start feeding. This is when
protein-based female traps are most
effective.
5. When to act
When a single Qfly is found in a
monitoring trap, there will be more than
one Qfly in the vineyard. Immediate
action is required so be ready to start
control on the same day.
Tips for success
Start monitoring well before véraison
(i.e. 6 to 8 weeks before harvest).
Place monitoring traps within the shade
of the canopy, avoiding direct sun or
areas that get very hot.
Place traps at about 1.5 to 2 metres
high.
Replace lures and toxicants as
recommended (typically every 3 to 4
months).
Use a network of traps, not just one.
Check traps weekly in Summer and
Autumn and fortnightly in Winter and
Spring.

Empty the flies from the trap and
record numbers for each trap.

Bait sprays
Bait sprays are a preventative spray
that attracts and kills both male and
female Qfly before they build up in high
numbers. Bait sprays target hungry
juvenile Qfly which need protein as a
food source to mature sexually and to
keep laying more eggs.
How does it work? The bait spray
mixes a liquid protein, which attracts
the Qfly, with an insecticide which kills
the Qfly. Female flies are especially
attracted to the protein during egg
development. When the Qfly feeds
on the protein mixed with insecticide,
they die. Bait sprays are more effective
when applied early in the morning
when the flies are likely to feed.
How is it applied? In vineyards, spotspray the upper part of a trellis post
in the shade of the canopy or spray a
continuous stream within the canopy.
Avoid spraying the fruit to prevent any
residue concerns and damage.
Spray each vine in every second row
one week and alternate rows the
following week. At the same time,
spot spraying in the non-vineyard area
will target potential sources of reinfestation.
The attract-and-kill activity of bait
sprays is generally short-lived and a
fresh batch is recommended for weekly
applications. Adding a thickening agent

(e.g. Xantham gum) helps the spray
last longer, however Xantham gum
needs to be prepared the night before
to ensure a smooth consistency when
added to the bait and insecticide. Be
prepared to make some adjustments to
the spray set-up (e.g. coarser nozzles)
if using a thickening agent to ensure
successful application. Additional
applications may be required if
monitoring traps continue to catch
Qfly, or if rain falls within three days of
application.
Best results are achieved when bait
sprays commence early in the season,
aligning with the first emergence of
Qfly in August, and re-applied weekly
until three weeks after harvest. In areas
with high numbers, it may take several
bait sprays before the numbers reduce
to low levels.
Follow the recommendations on the
label and record any sprays. Contact
the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary
Medicines Authority (APVMA), your
local agriculture department or
chemical supply store for chemical
advice.

How does it work? There are several
MAT devices (MATs) commercially
available in the form of ‘stations’,
‘wafers’, ‘cups’ or ‘wicks’. MATs
contain an insecticide lure that attracts
the male Qfly, which feed on the lure
and then die. While bait spraying is
also a form of MAT, the term MAT
usually refers to the device that targets
male flies.
How are they applied? MAT devices
are usually placed throughout the
vineyard at a density of up to 20 per
hectare, starting at véraison through
to Autumn. MATs can also be used
around the vineyard boundary to
reduce the number of male Qfly
entering the property or block.
MAT devices typically need replacing
every 3 to 4 months. Check the label
requirements. If traps are catching
flies in Winter, MAT may be useful
throughout the year. Some growers
pre-order their MAT devices (see
below) 12 months ahead so they arrive
every three months ready to replace
the old ones.

IMPORTANT! - Optimum results are
achieved when bait sprays are used
together with other control strategies
that target different stages of the
lifecycle.

NOTE: If you plan to export, or are
located in a pest-free-area, please
check if there are any limits to the use
of in-field MAT. Contact your State
Government department for more
information.

Tips for success

Tip for success

With Qfly, prevention is better than
cure.

When first installing MATs, pre-order
their replacement to arrive in three
months’ time.

Start applying bait sprays well before
véraison and continue for two to three
weeks after harvest.
Spot or strip-spray every second row
over the entire block and surrounds.
Avoid applying on the ground or
directly onto the fruit.
Persistence is key – set a ‘spray day’
for weekly applications and reapply
after hot weather or rain, spraying vine
canopies early in the morning.

Male Annihilation
Technique
Male Annihilation Technique (MAT)
– means using an ‘attract and kill’
strategy for male Qfly. While the male
doesn’t damage the fruit, reducing
the number of males will reduce the
opportunity for mating, which reduces
the size of the population in the long
term. Getting rid of males should
be used together with other control
measures.

Good on-farm hygiene
practices
Like washing your hands before
eating, good hygiene practices in your
vineyard are essential to reducing the
risk of infestation by pests and disease
infection. Vineyard hygiene means all
vineyards and surrounds (e.g. house
gardens and other non-crop areas
such as windbreaks, and sheds etc.)
need to be kept clean and free from
fruit that might be harbouring Qfly.
Vineyard hygiene reduces Qfly’s ability
to live and reproduce and is critical in
preventing Qfly becoming established
in the vineyard.

If bunches are cleaned and packed in
the field, treat the waste-fruit on the
ground by spraying with a herbicide
to hasten the breakdown of berries or
slashing. Treatment within 24 hours
will help to reduce the chance of larvae
entering the soil.
Fruit from packhouses also needs to be
disposed of appropriately by treating,
spraying, macerating or deep burial
(cover fruit with at least 50 centimetres
of soil on a daily basis). Contact your
local council or state department for
further advice.
Removing any unwanted, neglected or
rogue hosts (fruit or vegetables) around
the house block, pickers huts or sheds,
channels, creeks and roadsides is also
crucial, as these are potential breeding
sites for Qfly.
If you have wind breaks, or other trees
in, or near the vineyard, that are Qfly
hosts, apply control bait spray or cover
spray at the same time that you spray
the commercial crop. Keep these trees
to a manageable height and pick all the
fruit early, or as they ripen, so that fruit
is not left to over-ripen or drop to the
ground.
Keeping the inter-row vegetation or
cover-crop low will also help reduce
potential Qfly overwintering within the
vineyard.
Ask visiting family and friends not to
bring fresh fruit on to your property…
ask them to bring a jar of jam instead!
Tips for success
Remove, treat or destroy all noncommercial fruit that may be
harbouring Qfly.
Keep cover-crops managed over
winter.
The information in this article was
provided by the Greater Sunraysia Pest
Free Area and the Hort Frontiers Fruit
Fly Fund.

How does it work? Hygiene works
by removing all possible places that
the Qfly can complete its life cycle
(additional to controls applied to your
commercial crop of course). Pick all
bunches left on the vine after harvest,
and pick up, or treat, any berries that
have dropped to the ground.
The Vine • Jan - Mar 2019
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News
Indian table grape imports to Australia
Indian table grapes may soon be on
their way to Australia.
The Department of Agriculture and
Water Resources recently published
the Biosecurity Import Conditions
(BICON) for table grapes from India.
The draft report proposes a range
of risk management measures,
combined with a system of operational
procedures to ensure quarantine
standards are met. These measures are
considered to reduce the risk posed
by the identified quarantine pests and
achieve Australia’s appropriate level of
protection. These measures include:
¡¡visual inspection and remedial
action for the spider mite, leaf rolling
moth, mealybugs and thrips
¡¡area freedom or fruit treatment (cold
disinfestation or irradiation) for fruit
flies

¡¡area freedom or fruit treatment
(irradiation, methyl bromide
fumigation or combined sulphur
dioxide/carbon dioxide fumigation
followed by cold disinfestation) or a
systems approach approved by the
Australian Government Department
of Agriculture for spotted wing
drosophila
¡¡area freedom or fruit treatment
(sulphur pads or combined sulphur
dioxide/carbon dioxide fumigation)
for grapevine phylloxera
¡¡area freedom or a systems approach
approved by the Australian
Government Department of
Agriculture for black rot, brown rot
and grapevine leaf rust
¡¡a supporting operational system to
maintain and verify the phytosanitary
status of export consignments.
Import policy already exists for table
grapes from China, Korea, Japan, New
Zealand, Chile and the United States

(California). There is also import policy
for mangoes from India.
A preliminary assessment of table
grapes from India indicated that the
potential quarantine pests belong
to the same pest groups previously
assessed in other risk analyses; and
there are established phytosanitary risk
management measures for these pests.
The Indian table grape season is similar
to Australia, from November through to
April. The country is working to expand
its exports, with most sent to Europe,
Russia and the Middle East.
Prior to the importation of table grapes
from India, a valid import permit issued
by the department is required.
The decision to commence imports
is a commercial decision between an
importer in Australia and an exporter
in India who can meet the biosecurity
import conditions, as set out in BICON.

Diary 2019
FEBRUARY
6-8

Fruit Logistica 2019, Berlin
ExpoCenter City and CityCube,
Berlin, Germany.
E: fruitlogistica@messe-berlin.de,
W: fruitlogistica.com

17-21 Gulfood 2019, Dubai World
Trade Center, Dubai, United
Arab Emirates. W: gulfood.com
19-20 evokeAG 2019, Royal Exhibition
Building, Melbourne.
W: evokeag.com

MARCH
5-8

10th FOODEX Japan.
W: jma.or.jp

APRIL
24-26 10th Food and Hotel Vietnam,
Saigon Exhibition and
Convention Center, Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam.
W: foodnhotelvietnam.com
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MAY
7-10

HOFEX, Hong Kong Convention
and Exhibition Centre, Hong
Kong. W: hofex.com

10-11 Riverina Field Days, Griffith
Showgrounds.
W: riverinafielddays.com
14-16 SIAL China, Shanghai New
International Expo Centre,
Shanghai, China.
W: sialchina.com
17-18 Mildura Field Days, TAFE
campus Benetook Avenue,
Mildura. Contact: Field Days
Coordinator, M: 0487 021 122
E: info@mildurafielddays.com.au,
W: mildurafielddays.com.au
21-24 Seoul Food & Hotel 2019,
Korean International Exhibition
Center, Korea.
W: seoulfoodnhotel.col.kr
23-25 XXXVIII World Nut and Dried
Fruit Congress, Boca Raton,
Florida, United States.
W: nutfruitcongress.org

JUNE
20-22 Ag-grow Field days, Emerald,
Queensland. W: aggrow.com.au
24-26 Hort Connections, Melbourne
Convention Centre, Melbourne.
W: hortconnections.com.au

JULY
24-27 Food and Hotel Indonesia 2019,
Jakarta International Expo
Centre, Kemayoran, Jakarta,
Indonesia.
W: foodhotelindonesia.com

SEPTEMBER
3

Asiafruit Congress, AsiaWorldExpo Center, Hong Kong.
W: asiafruitcongress.com

4-6

Asia Fruit Logistica, AsiaWorldExpo Center, Hong Kong.
W: asiafruitlogistica.com

4-6

Cool Logistics Asia, AsiaWorldExpo Center, Hong Kong.
W: coollogisticsresources.com

Hort Innovation
Diversity is core business at Hort Innovation
Voting members of Hort Innovation,
Australia’s national horticultural
Research and Development
Corporation (RDC), elected three new
board directors at their Brisbane AGM,
increasing their female representation
to four out of nine directors.
The newly elected Director, Julie
Bird, has a broad background in
the Australian horticulture industry
spanning over 25 years.
Susan Finger has been elected to serve
another term, bringing to the table an
all-round knowledge of the horticulture
supply chain, from farm resource inputs
to delivery, and consumer relations.
Stephen Lynch has also been reelected to serve another term. He
has spent the last 20 years working
with horticulture producers, including
building farm operations.
The previous chair, Selwyn Snell was
reappointed to serve another term, and
Dr Mary Corbett will serve as the new
deputy chair.

Hort Innovation Chief Executive
Officer, Matt Brand, congratulated
both Mr Snell and Dr Corbett on their
appointments and said the RDC was
excited to welcome Ms Bird and see
the re-election of Mr Lynch and Ms
Finger - all who boast such a diverse
and highly esteemed range of skills and
expertise.
“I am especially pleased to see four
women now serving on our board. This
is almost equal representation at the
highest level, which demonstrates the
horticulture industry’s commitment to
diversity and inclusion.
“The calibre of our nominees this
year was second to none. We are so
fortunate to have such a skilled range of
people from such diverse backgrounds
who want to share their knowledge
and skills with us in delivering Hort
Innovation’s strategy.
“As Australia’s horticulture RDC, we
must adapt to the changing world and
embrace new technology, new ideas
and new talent that will help to shape
and guide our vision into the future.

Mr Brand and Mr Snell thanked the
outgoing director Mark Napper for
his hard work, commitment and
contributions over the years.
A total of four resolutions were
put forward for vote at the AGM.
Resolution 1, which sought to allow
Industry Representative Bodies (IRB) to
become eligible voting members of the
company was not passed. As a ‘special
resolution’ it required a 75% passing
vote by members.
Resolutions 2, 3 and 4, which all related
to updating the constitution to adhere
to current mandate and activities of the
company were all passed.
These resolutions will see the removal
of exclusive language relating to IRB’s,
the removal of obscure terminologies
and references to Industry Export
Control Bodies and the deletion
of redundant Articles from the
Constitution.

VOULLAIRE’S
EE-MULS-OYLE
†

DRYING OIL
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DFA Chief Executive’s report
Our vision for 2019

Anne Mansell
DFA CEO

The board and staff of Dried Fruits
Australia (DFA) are committed to working
for the ongoing growth and sustainability
of the dried grape sector in 2019, after
considerable activity over the past 12
months.
There are a range of projects on the
agenda for this year that link closely to
our 2018–2021 strategic plan, including:
¡¡a new approach to export
marketing;
¡¡industry workshops on best practice
and new research developments;
¡¡an integrated data system that will
provide up-to-date statistics for the
industry;

The nutritional benefits of dried grapes was a key topic at this year’s International
Seedless Dried Grape Producing Countries Conference in London.

¡¡information provision and decision
making as an industry on the need
for a biosecurity levy for the dried
grape sector; and

was the importance of communicating
the nutritional benefits of dried grapes.

¡¡communication of key messages
across the industry and to
consumers.

Communications
Social media is taking on a larger
role in today’s world, influencing
consumer attitudes and buying
patterns. It is therefore a very important
communication tool for our industry.
DFA is working in collaboration with Hort
Innovation to develop new marketing
material that will assist in the promotion
of Australian dried grapes on the
domestic market. This promotion, which
is becoming more and more important,
will utilise social media influencers to
discuss the health benefits of dried
grapes and promote consumption
online.

International dried grape
conference
I recently attended the International
Seedless Dried Grape Producing
Countries Conference with Chairman
Mark King. The focus of this year’s
conference, which was held in London,
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We heard from keynote speaker Simon
Melik, who is the Chairman of the
National Dried Fruit Trade Association
(NDFTA) UK. Simon recounted the
overall summary of a recent NDFTA
seminar on dried fruit and public health.
He shared the importance of the global
industry working collaboratively to
ensure the communication of detailed
research that demonstrates the
importance of dried grapes being a
natural, healthy product. This needs to
be effectively promoted to consumers
and to those in positions of influence.
Simon reported that the seminar invited
nine global research experts in the field
of nutrition science. Their messages
were consistent in terms of the benefits
of dried grapes as part of a healthy
diet. Dried grapes contain fibre, phytonutrients and natural sugars.
Michele Sadler, who is a registered
nutritionist in the UK with over 30 years’
experience and has worked for both
government and industry, has been
secured by the NDFTA to prepare a
review of existing research to ensure
that factual information on the many

health benefits of dried grapes reaches
governments and consumers in the UK,
Europe and other key markets. This will
be important information that we will
share with the Australian market as soon
as it becomes available.
Along with other presentations on the
nutritional benefits of dried grapes,
each country presented their statistical
production data. This information, along
with a full conference report, can be
found on page 18.
DFA will be hosting the 2019 conference
here in Mildura in early November. We
certainly look forward to providing our
guests with an informative experience.
Planning will commence for the event in
early 2019.

Biosecurity
As discussed at our annual grower
forum in November, DFA will be talking
more with growers about the importance
of biosecurity management and the
potential introduction of a biosecurity
levy to assist our industry in the event of
an emergency plant pest outbreak.
We will be sending out information on
this over the coming months.

Dried grape news
DFA events deliver

Stuart Putland

DFA Consultant Field
Officer
2018 was another year full of activities
for the Dried Fruits Australia and
Hort Innovation-funded industry
development program.
These were the events we ran last year:
¡¡Dehydration workshop (Merbein;
April)
¡¡Sunbeam factory tour and seasonal
labour workshop (Irymple; June)
¡¡Water trading discussion (Mildura;
July)
¡¡Pruning workshop (Swan Hill; July)
¡¡Farm biosecurity and criminal
security workshop (Red Cliffs;
August)
¡¡Farm business planning workshop
(Pomona; September)
¡¡Spray application workshop (Irymple;
November)
¡¡Irrigation and vineyard cooling
workshop (Loxton; November)
¡¡Annual grower forum (Mildura;
November)
¡¡Sticky beak tour (Sunraysia;
December)

Add to this list the two-day planning
session on the potential future
of mechanised pruning and the
establishment of 12 dried grape
production benchmarking sites across
the region, and I reckon the program
has gathered and delivered some
useful information for the industry.
There were 130 attendances across all
our events for the year, which is pretty
good for an industry of about 350
growers.

And the winner is?
Looking at all the evaluations taken
at events, and the review done at the
end of the year, there were two clear
winners of the ‘best event’ title.
The first winner – with the most people
attending – was the fruit dehydration
workshop, which ran at the end of
harvest at Tony Martin and Terry
Hunyadi’s places in Merbein.
The second winner – with the best
evaluation results in terms of amount
of new information learned by
participants – was the water trading
discussion held at the DFA office with
Peter Morrish from Ruralco.
Remember that where we have been
able, events have been videoed and
those videos uploaded to our YouTube
channel. Check them out if you need a
refresh on those topics.

What’s up for 2019?
We are now working on the program of
events for 2019.
If you have any ideas of things you
want included in the program, please
get in contact with me at DFA. At
least two of the events we ran in 2018
were a result of growers contacting
us during the year with good ideas
that we hadn’t included in our original
plans.
Throughout 2019, the value we can
get from the benchmarking program
should increase, particularly as harvest
results become available and we can
look at the first complete season of the
program.
Keep an eye out for 2019 events
via DFA’s fortnightly newsletter
Currant News, our Facebook page
and text message service, and local
newspapers and radio.
Finally, thanks to all the DFA members
who have who have hosted events,
the specialist presenters who added
their knowledge to events, and the
Dried Fruits Australia Drying For Profit
Committee which continues to help
with the overview of the program.

Dehydration workshop at Tony Martin’s property in April.
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ATGA Chief Executive’s report
Season preparations progressing well

Jeff Scott
ATGA CEO

I hope you all had a good Christmas
and great new year.
At the time of receiving The Vine,
harvest will be coming to an end for
the northern Australian growers, and
growers in the southern and western
Australian regions will be preparing for
the commencement of their harvest.
By all accounts it has been a
reasonable year for most growers. The
Sunraysia region was looking forward
to a good season with above average
yield and increased interest from
importers. Let’s hope the weather is
kind to all for a positive finish.
In recent months, the Department
of Agriculture and Water Resources
(DAWR) announced the completion
of the assessment for market access
resulting in India being granted full
access to export to Australia. India
do grow large volumes of Thompson
Seedless from March to May, so here’s
hoping they do not export much to
Australia, if any, during that time period,
as it will collide with Australian product
being on retail shelves.

New legislation and grower
audits
The introduction of the new Accredited
Properties legislation has led to a
number of changes for those growers
registering for exports in 2018. There is
now more onus on growers to ensure
all Standard Operation Procedures
(SOP) are in place, particularly those
regarding hygiene, staff training, waste
management, picking and packing
processes, storage requirements
and record keeping. Under the new
legislation, growers will be required to
keep two years of records which may
be requested for presentation at the
time of the audit.
Whilst undertaking audits this year, the
DAWR Audit Team was quite helpful,
providing useful instructions and
advice to ensure growers understood
what will be expected of them with the
implementation of the new legislation.
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While a number of growers received
a ‘non-compliant’ outcome from
their audit, they were still accredited
to export this season. DAWR has
advised they will not be so forgiving
in future years and if growers do not
have the required Standard Operating
Procedures and records in place, they
will be assessed as ‘non-compliant’
and will not be accredited.

“If growers do not have
the required Standard
Operating Procedures
and records in place,
they will be assessed as
‘non-compliant’ and will
not be accredited.”
Thus, it is crucial that businesses who
intend to export in the coming years
have a thorough understanding of
the Accredited Properties legislation
and maintain all required Standard
Operating Procedures.
In 2019, the Australian Table Grape
Association (ATGA) intends to design
a set of basic templates for growers
to use and adapt to suit their own
practices and requirements.

Trade seminars
There is an expectation that the ATGA
will be conducting trade seminars in
Japan and Korea in January. There is
also hope to include Vietnam in this
year’s workshops. An open invitation
will be extended to any grower/
exporter who wishes to attend. Last
year five exporters attended and had
access to one-on-one meetings and
networking opportunities with close to
100 importers, distributors and media
personal at each of the three venues
where the trade seminars were held.

Fruit fly workshops
The ATGA, in conjunction with Alison
MacGregor, Andrew Jessup and Hort
Innovation, held the first mandatory
Queensland fruit fly Area Wide
Management workshops on Tuesday 11
December in Mildura and Robinvale. A
number of repeat workshops are being
scheduled for January.

It was great to see so such a strong
number of growers attend the first
two workshops held in Mildura
(94) and Robinvale (81). Given the
announcement of a Qfly outbreak in
Loxton in December, control of fruit fly
on farms in Sunraysia is more critical
than ever.
It is an offence to market your grapes
knowing that your fruit is infected with
Qfly. All growers must now incorporate
pest monitoring for fruit fly in their
fortnightly pest monitoring regime as a
matter of course.
At the conclusion of the workshops
the ATGA will design a fact sheet and
standard operation procedure for
area wide management of fruit fly on
farm. This will become part of your
Accredited Properties documentation
and support your audit processes with
DAWR.

Ongoing market access
efforts
The ATGA continues to pursue
improved market access conditions
to all counties with the addition of
irradiation postharvest treatments. The
new Steritech plant in Melbourne is
scheduled to be finalised by December
2019 and offers a fast and efficient
postharvest treatment that would
enable produce to arrive on the Chinese
or Thai market only two to three days
after being picked.
Vietnam is the only country currently
accepting irradiated produce, but
negotiations to accept irradiated fruit
are underway with China, Thailand and
the Philippines.
Thailand recently approved irradiation
treatment of Australian persimmons,
which opens the pathway for
discussion with other commodities.
Table grapes is certainly high on the list
in those negotiations.
The same for China. Whilst China does
not currently accept irradiation as a
postharvest treatment, they do irradiate
a significant amount of their own fruit.
At a recent meeting with China last
November, irradiation was mentioned
at every opportunity and there was no
definite “No’s” from China, so hopefully
it will not be long before discussions
commence with Australia on irradiation.

Exports
Free residue testing of table grape export
consignments
The Victorian Government is offering
free residue testing for export
consignments of table grapes ready to
be shipped this season.
Agriculture Victoria is calling for
volunteer grower-exporters of table
grapes to international markets to
participate in free testing of chemical
residue levels on their product. The
testing is part of the new Chemical
Use for Market Access project run by
Agriculture Victoria.
The project forms part of the broader
$8 million Growing Food and Fibre
Markets (GFFM) program which aims to
help Victorian industries and producers
better manage market risks, capture
market opportunities and increase
Victoria’s share of the global agri-food
trade.
The Chemical Use for Market Access
project will work towards enhancing
grower, agronomist and industry-wide
awareness of actions needed to meet
importing country requirements such
as Maximum Residue Limits (MRLs).
With the value of Victorian horticulture
exports increasing over the last decade,
it is important to protect our share of
the market by understanding what
importing countries require.

Industry engagement activities and an
export readiness education package
are also proposed to outline methods
for managing chemical market access.

All residue testing results will be shared
with individual grower-exporters and
maintained in the strictest confidence
(i.e. not passed on to third parties).

Growers who volunteer to participate
in the project will receive up to five free
residue tests on grape samples from
their 2019 export consignments.

To request the free tests, register
your interest by 3 February 2019 by
emailing International.Marketaccess@
ecodev.vic.gov.au with (i) your
estimated number of samples, (ii)
estimated sample pick up date(s)
and (iii) the intended export market (if
known).

Researchers would require a minimum
of one, 2-kilogram sample for each
variety and treatment regime. Additional
2kg samples are needed for each
different variety being exported; from
areas of crop that have had differing
chemical treatments; or crops that have
been sprayed on different days.

If you have any questions please call
Nevi Parameswaran on
M: 0417 122 086 or Neil McSkimming
on M: 0400 680 381.
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Measuring maturity
Setting standards to ensure eating quality
The Australian table grape industry
has collectively agreed to develop
minimum maturity standards that are
closely-aligned to consumer taste
expectations.
A Stakeholder Working Group (SWG)
was established in October to
determine the best way to develop
maturity standards for the whole
industry. Members of the SWG include
The Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA), growers, key retailers and
marketing companies. The SWG will be
aided in their decision making by the
grape maturity data, collected as part
of the ongoing table grape supply chain
quality project.
The project Table grape supply
chain quality 2017-2020 (TG17002)
is a strategic levy investment in the
Hort Innovation Table Grape Fund.
It is funded using the table grape
research and development levy and
contributions from the Australian
Government.
ATGA Chief Executive Officer Jeff Scott
says, “We are working together as an
industry to identify the best and most
appropriate measure to determine
maturity to ensure eating quality is
consistently good.
“We’ve had workshops with all three
major retailers and their key suppliers,
and everybody is in agreement that
we want to work towards a level that
provides a good solution for everyone.
We are moving in the right direction and
the feedback has been very positive.”
A key objective of this project
is to increase the demand and
consumption of Australian table grapes
by developing minimum maturity
standards that will improve the overall
eating quality and consistency.
Grape maturity monitoring has been
expanded for the project’s second
(2018/19) season to ensure the maturity
standard decision is based on as much
science as possible.
Both Brix and acid are being measured
again this season and a testing
methodology was circulated to growers
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Mark & the Crooks: Table grape supply chain quality project leader, Mark Loeffen (left),
went to Emerald in August to finalise sampling protocols for the 2018/19 season. Mark is
pictured here with growers Neville and Christine Crook who own one of the three farms
monitored in Emerald.

to enable them to contribute their
results to the data set.
Monitoring was carried out from late
September to the end of November
in Emerald, and from late November
in Sunraysia to allow a full flavour
progression profile to be established for
Menindee and Flame Seedless. Juice
from every berry sampled in Emerald
and Sunraysia is being measured for
Brix, acid and liking to help build a
stronger understanding of crop maturity
and variability.
Delytics Ltd Managing Director Mark
Loeffen, who is leading the project
says, “Taking the time to collect more
data will provide a stronger evidence
base for the industry to determine
the best methodology to use in the
eventual maturity standards. Our aim is
to help the decision makers achieve the
best results for the industry by helping
them make a confident and informed
decision based on robust science.”
Although it has not yet been
determined which measurement will
be used in the maturity standard, Mr
Loeffen says that acid has been shown
to strongly influence taste and is likely
to be included in a measure such as
Brix Acid Ratio or BrimA. Because of

that, growers have been encouraged
to measure acid to enable a fuller data
picture to be established. The SWG
will use that information to guide their
decision making and will also consider
the possibility of varying maturity
standards by region, based upon the
data collected this season.
As research continues to strongly
suggest, getting the taste right for
consumers is critical at the start of the
season, in order to see strong retail
sales progress throughout the table
grape season.
Mr Loeffen says, “Consumer research
by Hort Innovation has shown that
consumers will not purchase for
about six weeks after a bad eating
experience, which would undermine
the benefit of any premium price they
may have paid for early season fruit.
The work we are doing is focused
on achieving greater returns over
the whole season by focusing on the
life value of a customer, which will
ultimately deliver higher returns for the
growers.”

News
Costa announce Nangiloc Colignan Farm acquisition
Costa Group Holdings Limited has
advised the Australian Stock Exchange
of new developments for their Nangiloc
Colignan Farm (NCF).
Located in the greater Sunraysia
district, NCF is a grower of high-quality
citrus and grapes across 567 hectares,
which includes 240ha of citrus, 204ha
of table grapes and 123ha of wine
grapes.
Costa has signed a conditional
agreement for the purchase of NCF’s
farming operations by a subsidiary
of CK Life Sciences Int’l (Holdings)
Inc. (CK Life Sciences). Under the
agreement, the CK Life Sciences
Group will acquire the farm (subject to
satisfaction of various conditions) and
subsequently enter into a 20-year lease
of the farm to Costa.
The principal activities of CK Life
Sciences are an investment holding
company and the activities of its
subsidiaries include investment in
nutraceuticals, pharmaceuticals and
agriculture-related products and assets.

Costa Chief Executive Officer, Harry
Debney said the acquisition and its
focus on the Sunraysia growing region
opens up growth opportunities which
are not available in the South Australian
Riverland, an area where Costa
produces approximately half of the
citrus crop.

“This acquisition and location in the
Sunraysia region will reduce reliance
on any one region in our portfolio and
will also open up additional growth
opportunities,” Mr Debney said.
With circa 3,800 megalitres of water
under permanent licence, the NCF
farm also has over 100ML of irrigation
dam capacity. Up to a third of the NCF
citrus plantings are less than five years
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old, while the majority of table grape
sales from the farm will be sold into
export markets. NCF also has attractive
plantings of proprietary table grape
varieties, while it is intended over time
to convert the wine grape plantings
to primarily citrus plantings. On farm
infrastructure presently includes a main
operating shed, cool rooms, machinery
sheds and workshops.
“Over recent years Costa has embarked
upon both greenfield growth and M&A
(Mergers and Acquisitions) activity
in the citrus category. This has been
fuelled by expanded favourable export
markets and free trade agreements with
countries including Japan, South Korea
and China, ” Mr Debney said.
With the current 2,429ha of citrus
category plantings Costa has in the
South Australian Riverland, the NCF
acquisition will bring the company’s
total plantings in the Riverland and
Sunraysia regions to 2,996ha.
The acquisition was expected be
complete in late 2018.
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Grower profile
The future of farming is in your hands
“It recognises weeds growing among
the vines and calculates how much
water they consume. When you cut
weeds down you see water use go
down too, so it helps to improve
vineyard practices.”
Mr Bennett’s use of Irrisat in the daily
management of his vineyard earned
him an encouragement award in Lower
Murray Water’s (LMW) 2018 Rural
Water Awards.
The annual awards recognise and
reward Victorian rural water customers
and licence/entitlement holders who
have developed or adapted clever ideas
that led to better water-use outcomes
or delivered water savings or greater
productivity for their business.
LMW congratulated all the winners,
saying the organisation was proud of
the innovation in the region.

Stephen Bennett at his dried grape property in Merbein. Photographer: Vini Leao

Using innovative irrigation technology,
Stephen Bennett has increased
productivity and improved management
practices on his dried grape property.
Mr Bennett began trialing Irrisat more
than a year ago, and it has become an
essential tool for scheduling irrigation
on the block.
Irrisat is a free online service that
uses satellite observations to monitor
crop development and water use.
By combining the satellite data with
weather forecasts, Irrisat can also
predict water requirements for the five
days following irrigation.
Mr Bennett uses the program to
monitor every patch of vines on his
Merbein property, analyse crop and
weather data, and calculate how much
water each area uses.
“I’ve used several irrigation scheduling
systems in the past, but you had to
manually collect and enter the weather
data,” he said.
“Irrisat saves you a lot of time because
it automatically provides you with
the crop and weather information. I
receive a crop update every week,
which is based on data collected by the
satellites, so it’s a more accurate guide
to crop water use.
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“Every time we irrigate, I enter the
irrigation data for each patch into Irrisat
and it’s able to compare the amount of
water applied to the amount of water
the crop has used.

The state winner was Merbein P-10
College for their aquaponics system,
which was developed by students and
designed to reduce water consumption.
Sunraysia Residential Services’ social
initiative Benetook Farms was the
runner-up. The farm has reduced its
water usage by about 40% since it
opened.

“All the data is saved and can be
reviewed at any time, so it’s possible to
review previous seasons and compare
water use.”

The state judges for the awards said
technology like Irrisat was helping to
shape the future of farming.

Mr Bennett said Irrisat has helped him
improve irrigation and optimise water
usage.

Mr Bennett agrees. Having grown up
on the family farm during the labourintensive era of hand picking, he knows
the importance of being at the forefront
of farm technology.

“Scheduling irrigation based on
crop water requirements guarantees
minimum water consumption without a
reduction in yield,” he said.
“It’s all about productivity gains –
growing more tonnes per megalitre of
water used. The decrease in water and
energy consumption is a bonus.”

It wasn’t until the industry adopted
modern production systems and took
steps to increase efficiencies and
profitability that Mr Bennett decided
to make dried grapes his future too.
Wanting to be part of the change, he left
a career in mechanical engineering to
run the family business with his parents
and brother.

Mr Bennett said Irrisat was able to pick
up vineyard management practices
such as weed control and slashing. In
the case of dried fruit production, it’s
even possible to note the time when
vines are cut for trellis drying.

About 18 years later, Mr Bennett still
loves growing dried grapes and using
new technology to improve the farm. He
can often be found tweaking programs
and equipment to suit the needs of his
business.

“Irrisat has given me a more objective
understanding of the effects of weed
growth and canopy size, and water use
after summer pruning,” he said.

“It’s exciting to be working in horticulture
at a time when farmers have access
to new information and advanced
technologies,” he said.

“Data collection has always been
a fundamental aspect of dried fruit
production, but I believe we are
experiencing a revolution around the
amount of information available to us
and how we manage it.
“Irrisat is a good example. The software
transforms data into useful information,
which can be accessed easily at any
time from any device with an internet
connection.
“We can monitor data out in the
vineyard using the technology in our
hands, and then we can use it to make
more informed decisions in real time.”
Mr Bennett said smartphones had
become an essential tool for managing
the farm.
“I often use mine to monitor the
irrigation pump, check overseas dried
fruit prices, access weather data, order
water, and even identify weeds growing
on our property,” he said.
“I also use a messaging app on
my phone to communicate with
other growers. We often exchange
information about dried fruit production,
share photos and ask questions.”
The extra information about water use,
supplied by programs like Irrisat, can
also be helpful for growers adopting
new grape varieties.
“This is the second season I’ve been
using Irrisat, and it’s been interesting to
see how water usage differs between
varieties,” Mr Bennett said.
“According to Irrisat, Sunglo on
Ramsey and Sunmuscat on Paulson
use less water than sultana on Ramsey,
but they produce more tonnes per
hectare than sultana. Sultana vines
tend to grow more foliage than Sunglo
or Sunmuscat, and the greater the
canopy size the greater the amount of
transpiration and water use.”
Mr Bennett hopes Irrisat will help him
get the most value out of the water
applied by producing more fruit per
hectare.
“In the future, as I gain more experience
and trust in Irrisat, I want to use it to
tune our irrigation system to apply
specific amounts of water to different
patches,” he said.
“This isn’t practical yet as we haven’t
had the data to know the water usage

Satellite images of the Bennetts’ block on Irrisat, showing patches of vines being
analysed and the amount of vegetation growth.

for each patch, and it’s difficult to
control the irrigation valves separately.
But we plan to remotely control and
automate each valve using some lowcost radio telemetry.”

ground level to interpret the data,” he
said.

For growers considering using Irrisat,
Mr Bennett’s advice was not to base
every decision on that one program.

“For example, a patch of vines may
appear to look healthy from the satellite
data, but in reality there may be
excessive weed growth that the satellite
is picking up and it’s distorting the crop
factor calculations.

“Irrisat is an excellent tool for managing
irrigation, but it is very important that
growers use their own knowledge and
experience of what’s happening at

“Row spacing, variety, canopy size
and age of vines are examples of
other variables that can affect the data
produced by Irrisat.”
The Vine • Jan - Mar 2019
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Conference report
Australia prepares to host dried grape conference
Australia is set to host this year’s
International Seedless Dried Grape
Producing Countries Conference.
The world’s dried grape industries will
converge in Mildura for the 59th annual
event in early November.
Dried Fruits Australia (DFA) Chairman
Mark King said the conference was
last held in Australia 11 years ago.
“It will be the global industry’s first visit
to Mildura since 2008, and we look
forward to welcoming everyone back
to the region,” Mr King said.
“It will be a fantastic opportunity
to showcase Australia’s main dried
grape production region and share
information between countries.”
Mr King has been elected Chairman
of the 2019 conference, and Monty
Schutz of the United States has been
confirmed as Deputy Chairman.

2018 conference
Australia was one of six producing
countries to attend the 2018
conference.
Delegations from Argentina, Australia,
Chile, South Africa, Turkey and the
US, as well as marketers from the
United Kingdom and the Netherlands,
gathered in London for the one-day
event on 26 October.
Australia was represented by Mr
King and Anne Mansell from DFA,

2018 conference attendees.

and Thomas Cheung from Sunbeam
Foods.
The conference, which supported the
exchange of information on world
production and marketing, followed
on from the SIAL Food Fare in Paris. It
was last hosted in the UK in 2002.
The conference considered the world
supply and demand position. It was
noted that seedless dried grape
production from the sultana/natural
seedless raisin varieties increased over
the 2017 crop but was still not at the
same level as the 2016 crop.

Table 1. Estimated global statistics for production and stock levels of sultanas and
raisins. All figures metric tonnes packed weight.

Country
Greece
Iran
Turkey
United States
India
Uzbekistan
China
Argentina
Australia
Chile
South Africa
Total [2018]
2017
% Diff

18

Physical stock
31/08/2018

25,000
68,000

Production
Northern
Hemisphere
1/10/2018
2,000
80,000
261,000
210,000
140,000
45,000
190,000

1,000
5,000
1,000
100,000
117,916
-15%
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Production
Southern
Hemisphere
28/2/2018

928,000
883,461
5.0%

52,000
15,468
48,000
51,000
166,468
153,000
8.8%

Total available
product for
marketing
2,000
80,000
286,000
278,000
140,000
45,000
190,000
53,000
15,468
53,000
52,000
1,194,468
1,154,377
3.5%

Carryover stocks dropped by 15% due
to the short crop in 2017, but it will
be possible to supply normal market
demands.
The supply of golden raisins has
returned to 2016 levels. However,
supply of currants has not turned
around. This is mainly due to the
smaller Greek crops, which were
again damaged by adverse weather
conditions.
This year’s seedless dried grape
production estimates can be seen in
Tables 1 and 2.
Each country presented at the
conference, explaining their seasonal
outlook and production conditions.
Ms Mansell said several common
themes emerged from the
presentations – pursuing new and
emerging markets, innovation on farm,
and changing to new varieties.
“Australia continues to lead in all of
these areas, however other countries
such as South Africa and Argentina
are changing production practices to
become more efficient,” she said.
Keynote speaker Andrew Ciclitira
opened proceedings with a talk on
marketing raisins through written
media. Mr Ciclitira is the Director of
family company Demos and writes
for Food News on the dried grape
industry.

“Globally, our industry needs to ensure
that research papers are collated
and brought together to ensure the
consistency of the message,” she said.
“Dried grapes have withstood the test
of time – from well before the pharaohs
to modern times – without causing any
sugar related issues. The increased
fibre and phyto nutrients that dried
grapes contain is certainly very
beneficial for overall human health.”

Delegates listened keenly to the presentations throughout the conference.
Table 2. Estimated global statistics for production and stock levels of Goldens and
currants. All figures metric tonnes packed weight.
Goldens
Country
Greece
Iran
Turkey
United States
India
Uzbekistan
China
Argentina
Australia
Chile
South Africa
Total [2018]
2017
% Diff

Estimated
physical stock
31/08/2018

0
800
800
5,111
-84%

Estimated
Production
2018 crop
25,000
0
18,000
0
0
0
0
0
8,000
17,000
68,000
64,718
5%

Currants
Total estimated
available
product for
marketing
0
0
0
18,000
0
0
0
0
0
8,000
17,000
43,000
44,829
-4%

Mr Ciclitira spoke about the
importance and growth of the
snacking market and how dried grapes
need to be introduced through this
growing market sector to the younger
generation. He also highlighted the
need for more currant production as
Greek tonnages are declining and will
be in the vicinity of 15,000 tonnes only
this year.
Delegates then heard from National
Dried Fruit Trade Association (NDFTA)
Chairman Simon Melik on the UK’s
requirements for dried fruit, and
Food to Fit owner Jennette Higgs on
research opportunities for dried grapes
and their positive effect on human
health.
Ms Mansell said it was great to hear
from a dietician and nutrition expert
about the nutritional benefits of dried
grapes.

Estimated
physical stock
31/08/2018

Estimated
production
2018 crop
16,000

0

1,500

1,069

2,092

0
1,069
2,485
-57%

2,000
21,592
28,421
-24%

Total estimated
available
product for
marketing
16,000
0
0
1,500
0
0
0
0
1,841
0
2,000
21,341
20,905
2%

“Jennette spoke at length about the
misconceptions that have been spread
via the media in the UK on dried
fruits,” she said.
“There is existing research to
demonstrate the health benefits of
dried grapes, but it isn’t being picked
up by social media or conventional
media. This has to change.”
Ms Mansell said
the industry
needed a
consistent
and strategic
approach to sell
the message
of the many
health benefits of
consuming dried
grapes.

A discussion around ways to promote
the health benefits of dried grapes
resulted in a resolution, which was
passed by all attending countries,
to pursue a global marketing and
promotion campaign.
“Simon from the NDFTA offered to
progress the resolution and will be in
contact with all producing countries
to organise collaborative input to
the campaign, along with obtaining
relevant research,” Ms Mansell said.
This year’s conference was chaired
by South Africa’s Dappie Smit. Mr
King was the Deputy Chairman and
Ferdie Botha of South Africa was the
Secretary.
Ms Mansell said it was the seventh
and final time Dappie would chair the
conference.
“Dappie is highly regarded across the
global dried grape industry,” she said.
“A fitting tribute was made at the
conference dinner, with a number of
speakers attesting to his wisdom and
input to the industry over many years.”

CONTACT US NOW TO GET
ORGANISED FOR THE SEASON
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APIA Chairman’s report
APIA Annual Conference 2018
good fruit size for this time of the year.
Hopefully this will lead to a better intake
for the processors.

APIA NATIONAL
EXECUTIVE
Chairman
Grant Delves

Grower representatives
Paul Carver

Grant Delves
Chairman

About 80 people attended the
Australian Prune Industry Association
(APIA) Annual Conference held on
30 October at the Zecca Restaurant,
Griffith.
The new conference format, including
the evening timeslot, restaurant venue
and dinner was a hit with industry
members. With an abbreviated
AGM, the business component of
the conference was reduced, leaving
plenty of time for a fine array of guest
speakers between courses, in what was
an excellent dinner.

Peter Raccanello
Tony Toscan
Craig Tropeano
Michael Zalunardo

Packer/ Marketer
representatives

Three current members of the APIA
Executive Committee, Paul Carver,
Craig Tropeano and I, were re-elected
for the next two years. I thank the
Executive for subsequently re-electing
me as Chairman and Tony Toscan as
Deputy Chairman.

Chris Brooke-Kelly
Verity Fruits
Jeff Granger
JC Granger and Sons
David Swain
Angas Park

APIA National Secretariat
Phil Chidgzey
Dried Fruits Australia
54 Lemon Avenue
PO Box 5042
Mildura 3502
T: (03) 5023 5174
E: ausprunes@driedfruitsaustralia.org.au

Numbers were definitely up on previous
conferences and it was great to see
such a large number of prune growers
and others with an interest in the
Australian prune industry. I think this is
largely due to the mixture of business
and social interaction, a format we will
consider repeating in future years.
I personally am always glad to catch
up with Donn Zea, Executive Director
of the California Dried Plum Board, and
it was wonderful that so many of our
industry gathered to hear him speak
about the world prune market outlook
and CDPB’s strategic approach to
raising prune consumption.
Jane McCorkell our Promotions Coordinator has focused on the health
aspects of prunes and it was good to
hear consultant dietitian Lisa Yates
reaffirm these messages.
Clearly, it was a great night for our
industry, however it would not have
been possible is we did not have the
strong sponsorship support from Angas
Park Fruit Company, Yenda Producers
Co-op, Verity Fruit Company and Tanuki
Pty Ltd.

ausprunes@driedfruitsaustralia.org.au

@AusPrunes

www.ausprunes.org.au

@AusPrunes
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Season so far
A mild spring has been excellent for
tree health and fruit growth. Most
growers have good crop loads with

APIA continues to provide growers
with the tools to make better, more
informed decisions about crop size
and quality for improved returns. The
latest initiative in this area was the
prune thinning demonstration at Peter
Racanello’s property at Yenda on 30
October, 2018. It was pleasing to see
such a strong grower attendance and
proof that our growers are taking heed
of the message that there is no money
in growing small fruit.
Thinning is one means of producing
better quality product size, but it must
be combined with harvesting at the
optimum time for best fruit sugar levels
if we are to get the best quality pittable
fruit.

Communications
As previously advised, adverse heat
and hail seriously impacted the size
of the 2018 prune crop, which fell to
little more than 1000 tonnes. Industry
concern about the impending drop
in statutory research levy income in
2018/19 led to the decision by the
Prune Strategic Investment Advisory
Panel to seek a revised short-term,
reduced budget project focused on
communication and extension.
We are pleased to announce that APIA’s
submission was successful and we will
continue to bring you information about
the latest technologies, prune research
and market intelligence from both here
and overseas via The Vine and our
E-news service.
This revised project (DP18000) will
run until late September, 2019, so it
won’t be long before we start urging
Hort Innovation to begin the planning
process for the next R&D project to
follow DPI8000, when it is expected
that an average prune crop in 2019
will provide the level of funds needed
for a more comprehensive Industry
Development project.

Leadership project
APIA has funding for a number of
leadership activities to be undertaken in
the next year or so. These will include
Directors training for Executive and
active members; a young producers
domestic field trip; and business
training for up to two young people
involved in the industry.
Finally, I wish all prune growers a very
successful harvest in 2019.

Conference report
Inspiring others to lead
It’s not often you have one of the prune
industry’s most renowned leaders
at your doorstep to speak about
leadership, but when you do it’s worth
taking the time to listen.
Donn Zea was invited to the Australian
Prune Industry Association’s Annual
Conference to address the audience
about the major issues affecting the
outlook for the world prune industry
and how these might be addressed.
Mr Zea is the Executive Director of
the California Dried Plum Board, and
regularly presents at the International
Prune Association Executive
meetings and IPA Congress. He has
a vast knowledge of the global prune
industry – from production through to
marketing and consumption – and more
importantly, he is willing to share that
information to help the entire industry
flourish.
More than 80 people turned out to
APIA’s Annual Conference to hear Mr
Zea. He talked about world production
trends where he stressed the
importance of industry committing to
premium quality.
“One of the key trends is functional
foods and the growth of the fresh
snacking culture,” he said. “This
provides an opportunity, particularly as
health and wellness continue to drive
sales.”
He said value-added Californian prune
products are appearing in grocery,
convenience and health store channels,

¡¡Generates learnings to inform
strategy
¡¡Realises operational efficiencies
¡¡Recognises key stakeholders’ shared
value propositions with Californian
prunes.

but the challenge is to ensure premium
offerings are differentiated, and that
premium packaging works for both the
merchandiser and consumer. Above all,
higher premiums must be justified to
consumers.
Mr Zea said the CDPB had taken
a strategic approach, planning
their objectives around business
and communications in the global
framework. Their goals, to increase
global consumption of Californian
prunes by raising awareness of the
product, and improving purchase intent
by capitalising on knowledge of the key
benefits, and positive perceptions of
Californian prunes.
He said it was important to have a
meaningful measurement of these
objectives. The CDPB seeks to develop
and manage a key performance
indicator (KPI) framework that:
¡¡Is globally consistent and regionally
relevant
¡¡Tied to business and
communications goals
¡¡Aligned with best practices

“All markets have opportunities for
improvement,” he said. “Each market
has opportunities to strengthen
its current measurement plan, to
evaluate and connect each stage of
the consumption funnel, and to create
consistencies with the other markets.
“This measurement should then drive a
cycle of continuous improvement.”

Leadership
At the heart of successful organisations
are great leaders, paving the way
forward for others to follow.
“Great leaders have some common
traits - humility, inclusiveness,
generosity and empathy,” Mr Zea said.
He suggested that generosity was the
ultimate ‘silo destroyer’. “CEOs who
model it, inspire the most elusive of
goals: a work force in which everyone
develops everyone else.”
His advice to Australia’s up and coming
leaders in the prune industry:
¡¡Be generous with your time
and resources with employees,
customers, partnerships,
associations
¡¡Provide opportunities for people to
grow
¡¡Listen and strive to understand
¡¡Never stop learning and applying
knowledge
¡¡Make your mission customer driven,
rather than company driven
¡¡Get out of your own comfort zone
¡¡Nurture the next generation of
leaders
Mr Zea’s involvement in the APIA
Conference was made possible
through funding from the Leadership in
Agricultural Industries Fund program.
Its prime objective is to develop
leadership capacity and capability in
industry bodies such as APIA so that
they can advocate more effectively on
behalf of their members. The program
also seeks to build skills at the grass
roots level through leadership training
and mentoring.
The Vine • Jan - Mar 2019
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Conference report
Promoting the health benefits of Aussie prunes
Australian consumers are realising that
Aussie prunes are not only delicious, but
they have many health benefits too.
Australian Prune Industry Association
Promotions Coordinator Jane McCorkell
has worked hard to spread the message.
A key focus has been establishing
a network with Australian dietitians
and creating a series of educational
resources that they could pass on to
peers and patients.
She spoke at the recent APIA Annual
Conference in Griffith, along with
consultant dietitian Lisa Yates, detailing
what they had achieved in the past 12
months.
Ms McCorkell said dietitians have
an enormous sphere of influence
that includes: government, health
organisations, publishers, patients,
medical professionals, food regulators,
retailers and media, so they are ideally
placed to help spread the beneficial
effects of eating prunes.
However, they need facts, and that’s
where Ms Yates has been instrumental
to the success of the project. She has
helped develop a series of nutritional
resources that includes: a Nutrition and
health claims substantiation report; a
scientific literature review summary
– Health Professionals’ Report; and a
Health benefits fact sheet.
To maintain a nutritious and balanced
diet, the Australian Dietary Guidelines
recommend a number of ‘standard
serves’ should be consumed from
the five core food groups each day
depending on age and gender. The size
of a ‘standard serve’ can be different for
different foods, and may differ from the
‘serving size’ listed on the packaging, or
the amount of food you choose to eat at
any given time – this is called a ‘portion’.
Ms Yates also suggested that the
industry agree on a serving size,
important for calculating nutrient criteria
(AFSC Standard 1.2.7 Nutrition and
Health Claims).
In December 2017 the APIA Executive
agreed to an industry standard
serving size of 50 grams or about six
prunes, a similar serve to those used
in prune research (clinical trials), and
a credible/ reasonable serve size,
health professionals would feel ok
recommending.
Armed with this information the two
ladies headed to Sydney for the
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Dietitians Association of Australia
National Conference in May 2018.
There they distributed prune samples,
resources and recipes from their trade
stand and established important
networks for relaying further prune
research findings.
“Our goal was to educate dietitians
about the latest health benefits of
prunes, particularly bone research which
is a new area of clinical research for
prunes,” Ms McCorkell said.
Currently clinical trials are limited to
post-menopausal women consuming
50-100 grams of prunes a day for
periods of 6-12 months.

However other studies have shown that
prunes can:
¡¡Prevent a loss of total body bone
mineral density (BMD)
¡¡Increase BMD of the ulna (forearm)
bone and spine
¡¡Increase markers of bone formation
(increase in osteoblasts to build
bone)
¡¡Suppress markers of bone
breakdown (decrease in osteoclasts)
¡¡Reduce markers of inflammation
which encourage osteoclasts and
bone breakdown.

Australian Prunes - Digesting the facts
Delicious Versatile Healthy Nutritious

www.ausprunes.org.au

SUITABLE

PRUNES ARE DRIED SUGAR PLUMS

for all ages

DAILY
SERVE
50
or 6 prunes
grams

Ideal snack for the office

& school lunchbox

GROWN

HIGHLY nutritious

Complements

sustainably

AFFORDABLE,
ACCESSIBLE &

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

BONE BUILDING NUTRIENTS
contains vitamin K needed for normal bone
structure
<100kcal A SERVE, LOW GI (29)
helps control appetite (1,2)
HEART HEALTHY
a healthy, varied diet containing a high
amount of fruit & vegetables, such as
prunes, contributes to heart health
SOURCE OF FIBRE
boosts healthy gut bacteria (3) & keeps
bowels regular (1)
CONTAINS POLYPHENOL
ANTIOXIDANTS
GLUTEN FREE

all foods

PRUNES CAN
REPLACE SOME
SUGAR & FATS

Australian

IN RECIPES

BRANDS

Australian Prunes - Digesting the facts
Delicious Versatile Healthy Nutritious

www.ausprunes.org.au

NUTRITION
INFORMATION
Servings per package: 5 serves (250g pack weight) | Serving size: 50g or ~6 prunes
Energy
Protein
-gluten
Fat, total
– saturated
– trans
– polyunsaturated
– monounsaturated
Carbohydrate
– sugars
Sorbitol
Dietary fibre, total
- Soluble fibre
Sodium
Potassium
Vitamin K
Boron
Iron
Total Polyphenols^

Average Quantity
per Serving

% Daily Intake*
(per serving)

Average Quantity
per 100g

395kJ (94kcal)
1.4g
Nil Detected
<0.2g
<0.1g
<0.1g
<0.1g
<0.1g
20g
16g
6g
3.3g
1.8g
1.1mg
375mg
17ug
0.9mg
1.2mg
469mg

5%
3%

790kJ (190kcal)
2.7g
Nil Detected
<0.2g
<0.1g
<0.1g
<0.1g
<0.1g
41g
31g
12g
6.6g
3.6g
2.2mg
750mg
35ug
1.8mg
2.3mg
938mg

<1%
<1%
6%
18%
11%
<1%
21% RDI†
10% RDI†

* Percentage daily intakes are based on the average adult diet of 8700kJ. | “<” means less than |
^ Source: ORAC2010 | Glycemic Index rating is 29 (Low) | † RDI = Recommended Dietary Intake
Remaining data from NMI lab results 2018

Contact the Australian Prune Industry Association Inc. for further
nutrition information, recipes and more at www.ausprunes.org.au

© 2018
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Generic promotion
activities
While the dietitian aspect of the
promotional campaign was a new
initiative this year, it has been just as
important to build on the success
of last year’s generic promotional
activities.
A new set of recipes and infographic
designed for the everyday consumer
were a hit at the Good Food & Wine
Shows in Melbourne and Sydney,
where there were 28,700 and 32,400
visitors, respectively; and the Farrer
Food Fair held in Parliament House
and attended by Members, Senators
and Parliamentary staff members from
across Australia.

What’s next
Building on the success of this year,
Ms McCorkell plans to attend the 2019
Good Food & Wine Shows in Sydney
and Brisbane. She also plans to update
the APIA website and will approach
the International Nut and Dried
Fruit Council for funding for further
marketing projects.

Lisa Yates at the Dietitians Association of
Australia.

Summary of research findings
Bowel health
¡¡Combination of nutrients:

Bone health
¡¡Combination of nutrients:

¡¡Fibre – improves stool consistency
and structure

¡¡Sorbitol – helps calcium absorption

¡¡Sorbitol – softens stools, also
prebiotic for gut bacteria

Media releases reached a further
521,000 consumers and a television
promotion featuring prunes on Good
Chef Bad Chef with chef Adrian
Richardson is estimated to reach over
one million when in airs in 2019.

¡¡Chlorogenic acid – antioxidant /
increases peristalsis (muscular
movement in the intestine)

Ms McCorkell said the mix of generic
promotional material and outlets
had been very positive in 2018 and
was estimated to reach 1.72 million
consumers.

¡¡Clinical studies use 80-120g
prunes a day to improve bowel
function, and appear well tolerated
by most

¡¡Diphenyl isatin - a natural
compound similar to a laxative
medication

¡¡Boron – boosts magnesium
absorption, reduces calcium
excretion and helps the body use
vitamin D — all bone-building
nutrients
¡¡Vitamin K – needed for osteocalcin
a protein for bone mineralisation
and positively affects calcium
balance
¡¡Potassium - reduces bone
breakdown and resorption,
improves bone mineral density
¡¡Chlorogenic Acid – polyphenol
antioxidant helps improve calcium
absorption and reduces markers of
bone breakdown and resorption

“Suppliers of improved grapevine rootstock
and scion wood to the grape industry”
Contact Gary Thomas
Tel: (03) 5022 8499 Mob: 0418 997 730
PO Box 5051, Mildura Vic 3502
Email: vamvvia@bigpond.com
Please see website for more information
& order forms
www.vamvvia.org
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Murray River Organics
Launch of 2019 Growing Together Program T3000
Murray River Organics Chief Executive
Officer Valentina Tripp has already put
her stamp on the company, launching
a revolutionary grower program in
December which puts cash into the
hands of suppliers up to nine months
earlier than in previous years.
Historically industry growers have had
to wait for up to nine months to be paid
and often rely on their bank to fund
their business.
Third party growers are important
to MRO’s growth strategy, so the
company wanted to acknowledge their
role by providing earlier payments and
bonuses which will help the industry
with major costs such as harvesting
and water.

Grower benefits
The 2019 Grower Program provides for:
¡¡Growers getting 80% of their
payment within 14 days of
delivering fruit and the balance by
the end of the following month
¡¡A one time only offer of cash before
Christmas for grower’s signing up to
a five-year contract
¡¡Potential for a bonus of an extra
$200 per tonne for target varieties
and grades that meet customer
demand and where growers pool
to deliver scale and efficiency for
MRO’s processing plants

¡¡A guarantee that the prices paid
in 2019 will not be less than those
paid under the 2018 grower supply
contract

2019 target
MRO is the largest dried grape grower
in Sunraysia with over 1,000 hectares
planted and has identified significant
sales opportunities in Asia.
The T3000 Program is aimed at
increasing the amount of fruit supplied
by third party growers to meet a 2019
target of 3,000 tonnes of fruit and
supply increased demand from Asia for
MRO’s products.
Its focus for 2019 is to extend MRO’s
range of branded Dried Vine Fruit
products, both natural and organic,
suited to the Asian consumer.

Asian opportunities
Ms Tripp completed an end of year
marketing trip, visiting key customers in
China and Vietnam.
She is confident that the trusted
Australian clean and green image along
with concerns about food safety in Asia
will result in significant new contracts
for MRO.

Murray River Organics
contacts:
Wayne Turner, General Manager –
Sunraysia Operations:
M: 0418 116 570
E: wturner@murrayriverorganics.com.au

Australia and NZ join forces on plant biosecurity research
Australia and New Zealand have
entered into a new collaboration to
strengthen plant biosecurity research.
The Australian Plant Biosecurity
Research Initiative (PBRI) will join
forces with Better Border Biosecurity,
New Zealand (B3 NZ) through a
memorandum of understanding.

The main aspects of the new
collaboration will involve:
¡¡cross-sectoral projects on preborder, at-border and immediate
post border biosecurity research;
¡¡government, industry, research
or academic players, including
partners of PBRI and B3; and

“We are both committed to working
together to deliver plant biosecurity
research of mutual benefit to both
countries,” said PBRI Chair Greg
Fraser.

¡¡formation of a joint Aus/NZ plant
biosecurity network to support
the professional development of
post-graduate and post-doctoral
students.

“Trans-Tasman connections will be
facilitated between key elements of our
biosecurity research, development and
extension systems,” said B3NZ Chair
James Buwalda.

As part of this collaboration, New
Zealand biosecurity researchers
will be invited to the inaugural Plant
Biosecurity Research Initiative R&D
Symposium being held on 5-6 June
2019 in Brisbane.
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This follows the attendance by
Australian biosecurity professionals
at the third Better Border Biosecurity
(B3) conference held in May 2018 in
Wellington, New Zealand.
Hort Innovation CEO Matt Brand said
Australia and New Zealand both pride
themselves on their unique natural
environment, high quality produce and
trusted international reputation.
“And both Australia and New Zealand
share a common goal of wanting to
maintain this reputation and impede
the destructive impact that the threat
of pest and disease can have on our
horticultural industries,” he said.

Australian Premium Dried Fruits
Quality is still key to success

After three good drying seasons in a
row, it is easy to forget the challenges
we can have when dealing with wet
weather during harvest. It is extremely
important that we plan for the worst
of circumstances rather than for the
perfect conditions experienced in 2018.
Let’s hope our luck with the weather
continues and we experience another
hot and dry harvest; but anyone with
history in the dried grape industry
knows that it is only a matter of time
before we experience another wet
season.
One of Australian Premium Dried Fruit’s
founding members, Ivan Shaw, always
used to preach the benefits of risk
minimisation when producing dried
grapes. Even in the worst seasons, he
would produce good quality brown fruit
that was happily accepted by most
markets.
He would minimise his risk and not
hold out for more sugar in the grapes
if the storm events were on the radar.
Yes, in some years he might have got
a little more weight if he had taken the
risk and not cut before expected rain
events, but every year the grade was at
least 4 crown brown and always highquality fruit. In comparison, many other
growers lost large volumes of their crop
to damage and mould, and at best
could only deliver 3 crown brown fruit.
For the Australian industry to stay at
the premium end of the global market
price, we need to understand the
importance of consistent quality supply
to customers, as this is one of the main
reasons the Australian industry lost its
market share in the 80’s and 90’s. Make
sure you build a good risk minimisation
strategy into your harvest planning,
as this is definitely the best longterm option to running a sustainable
vineyard.
The global markets continue to provide
some firm prices, although we are
seeing demand for the Californian
Thompson Seedless raisins (TSRs)
drop significantly in export markets
due to their record price points. The
United States and Turkey are the main
two suppliers of dried grapes to the
global markets. In the past five years
there has been fierce competition

between the two suppliers, with prices
either much higher, or much lower
than the competitor and as a result
the origin with the cheaper price takes
the majority of the market share, while
sales of the high-priced product slow
down severely. This is something we
need to be mindful of, as major price
movements to customers can create a
reason to change supplier.

“He would minimise his
risk and not hold out for
more sugar in the grapes
if the storm events were
on the radar.”
Australian pricing is at the high end of
the market, but always relatively stable
from one year to the next, which has
kept the loyal customer base. A real
challenge for the Australian industry this
year is to maintain and develop markets
in a rising market. We are confident of
doing this, but mindful that there are
always limits to the price customers will
pay for their preferred ingredients. We
need to put price rises through to cover
cost increases without encouraging

the customer to look for cheaper
alternatives.
Red Desert Clusters have been a
successful addition to the company’s
product range. Featuring Sunmuscat
clusters, the product was sold
domestically and exported to Vietnam,
China and Taiwan in 2018.
This preliminary marketing has shown
Australians have a definite interest in
the Sunmuscat product at present, but
we are still uncertain whether this is a
fad or a long-term opportunity for the
dried fruit industry. Next season we will
look to expand the varieties we process
and sell as many of the markets are
looking for a contrast in colour and
flavour.

For all grower enquiries,
please contact:
Grower Liaison Officer,
Larry Dichiera
M: 0488 199 221
E: larry@apdf.com.au
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Trade figures
Dried grape trade statistics

Import and export statistics (tonnes) for an eight-month
period from January to August 2018. (Figures sourced from ABS)

The new ambassador for Australian dried
grapes, Rachel Scoular.

Spreading the
dried grape story
The dried grape marketing levy is
supporting growers through a new
PR campaign. The 12-month project’s
aim is to drive awareness of and
strengthen the Australian dried grape
story, building relevance in the minds
of consumers in the domestic and
export markets.
Social media influencers interested
in health and wellbeing will help to
promote the benefits of eating dried
grapes throughout the year.

Dried grape imports (tonnes)
Jan - Aug 2018: 13,726t
Jan - Aug 2017: 16,400t
Jan - Aug 2016: 13,999t

Total Jan - Dec 2017: 24,392t
Total Jan - Dec 2016: 20,330t

Dietitian Rachel Scoular is the
new ambassador for Australian
dried grapes. She announced the
partnership in early December on her
Instagram channel
@healthyhappyhabits with a post
featuring sultanas, currants and
raisins. Ms Scoular is passionate
about keeping it local and supporting
Aussie farmers. She will continue
to engage her followers with lots of
delicious dried grape recipes.
Influencer @earthlingsasha also
published an apple, pear and sultana
filo tart recipe on her blog and
Instagram channel, which received
1,190 likes and 142 comments in the
first 18 hours! Another influencer
@livelovenourshaus also launched her
recipe for a healthy Christmas cake in
December.
In 2019, dried grapes will enjoy further
publicity through New Idea magazine
which is publishing an article entitled,
10 things you didn’t know about this
humble fruit.

Dried grape exports (tonnes)
Jan - Aug 2018: 3,728t
Jan - Aug 2017: 2,660t
Jan - Aug 2016: 3,134t
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Total Jan - Dec 2017: 3,706
Total Jan - Dec 2016: 5,199t

For any questions relating to Dried
Grape Fund marketing activities,
contact Hort Innovation Marketing
Manager Dianne Phan at
E: dianne.phan@horticulture.com.au.

Sunbeam Foods/Angas Park
Harvest on the horizon
modified our
processing
line to
eliminate
double
handling, but
to enable
this change
we require
a lower
starting
moisture of
the product.

Dried grapes
Dried grape vines have set a
reasonable crop across the varieties
and while sultanas are showing a lower
crop than 2018, the other varieties
like Sunmuscat, Carina currants and
Sunglo are showing good crops.
The marketing year has been very
successful on the back of very
good quality fruit in 2018. Eighteen
months ago, currants were in a global
oversupply situation and they have
come back into balance. This will see
a price improvement this year.
Our Christmas promotional range
of Sunbeam 375 gram dried grapes
hit the shelves in the last quarter of
2018 and customers have gravitated
towards the festive season themed
products. The Sunbeam Christmas
range was showcased in-store and
across TV, radio, digital and print
media with a high reach and high
frequency campaign to build brand
awareness and sales.
As previously advised, we require
all growers to supply a Dried Fruits
Australia Spray Diary as part of our
quality assurance requirements. There
is a specific suite of chemicals that
can be applied in the production
of dried grapes and these can only
be referenced through the industry
diary. The scrutiny on chemical
use is escalating, particularly in
Europe where there have been three
mainstream chemicals restricted in
recent times.

Raisins
Raisin sales have been very
challenging over recent years, due
mainly to a higher shelf price, which
is the result of additional processing
required to remove the seeds. We have

We now
require
raisins to be
delivered
with a
moisture
content of
13% rather
than 14%.
This minor
change will
give us a
greater opportunity to achieve better
sales through a more cost competitive
product. Our Grower Services team
will be liaising closely with our raisin
suppliers to implement this change.

Retirement
In December 2018, Barry Bottams
retired from his position as Field
Officer, after seven years working
with Sunbeam. Barry has had a
long association with the dried fruits
industry having been a grower, ADFA
Committee member and more recently,
a highly valued staff member of
Sunbeam Foods. We thank Barry for
his contribution to the company and
our growers, and we wish him and
Lorraine all the best.

Prunes
The growing season has returned to
normal, and a good crop of prunes is
showing. Most varieties set a good
to heavy crop that required careful

consideration as to whether it should
be thinned or not.
Our advice to growers remains the
same - small fruit has very limited
market opportunities and returns are
below cost of production.
The Australian Prune Industry
Association Annual General Meeting
and Conference held in October was
a resounding success with 90% of the
industry’s producers in attendance.
California Dried Plum Board Executive
Director Donn Zea was engaged as
the keynote speaker and his address
confirmed that the marketing of
Australian prunes is on the right track
by focusing on the overall health
benefits of our product.

Dried tree fruit
The apricot crop has produced a
patchy yield profile across the various
varieties. The size and quality of fruit
is good and this should translate into
a good quality product for the 2019
market.
All dried tree fruit producers are
reminded that the government
Statutory Levy must be paid on all
dried fruit sold. Angas Park growers
are covered as we pay the levies on
the growers’ behalf for all the fruit we
receive and process. Unfortunately,
there is a void between the volume of
fruit sold and the contributions being
made by the wider grower base. This
means that our industry does not
have the funds to invest in further
research and development that would
help growing practices and ultimately
bottom lines.

Sunbeam/Angas Park
Dried Fruit Contacts:
David Swain, Supply Manager Dried Fruit:
M: 0407 834 044
Alan Lister, Field Officer
(including South Australia):
M: 0409 437 801
Gary Simpson, Field Officer:
M: 0429 960 234
Steve Barty, Dried Tree Fruit:
M: 0417 838 908
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Plant Health Australia
New investment in fruit fly management
welcomed
16.9 million for smart fruit
fly management
The National Fruit Fly Council has
welcomed the recent announcement
of a further $16.9 million investment in
strengthening the fruit fly management
system in Australia.
Fruit flies are recognised as one of the
most important pests for horticultural
production in Australia and can be
a major constraint to domestic and
international trade.
Minister David Littleproud, who made
the announcement in Victoria on 19
November 2018, said the aim was to
help protect our $12 billion horticultural
industry and reassure our trading
partners of the systems we have in
place.

“We need a system
that ensures Australia
continues to be a
preferred provider
of high quality, safe
horticultural products”
Speaking at the funding announcement
on his orchard in Mooroopna, Victoria,
fruit grower and Council member Peter
Hall said a comprehensive approach
that looks at surveillance, monitoring
and appropriate action against fruit flies
in all regions of Australia is the best
way forward.
“This is an excellent result as our
export markets are demanding better
control over pests and diseases, and a
program like this is sorely needed.
“We need a system that ensures
Australia continues to be a preferred
provider of high quality, safe
horticultural products,” he said.
The National Fruit Fly Council, which
met on 20 November 2018, was
pleased to hear more detail about
the commitment from the Australian
Government to the national system,
supporting exports and on the ground
management of fruit flies.
Council Chair Jon Durham says a
strong fruit fly system is very important
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16.9 million package to deliver hightech fruit-fly management across
Australia featuring new technology
designed to give early warnings of fruit
fly movements.
¡¡Smart-traps trial - Sensors detect
fruit flies in the trap by the way they
move and send mobile alerts to
growers so they can respond to an
outbreak quicker.
¡¡National mapping program, to track
the movement of Qfly in Summer
when they make their way south.
This will let growers know where
they are and help target the release
of sterile fruit flies.
¡¡Extension officers to help growers
work through the latest R&D and
put it to work in their orchards.
as it helps ensure growers and state
governments have the tools they need
to understand and manage the fruit fly
threat, and to eradicate outbreaks if
they occur.
“We cannot be complacent. The
changing impact of fruit flies in
production regions and last year’s
outbreaks highlight that we need to
always be on our guard,” Mr Durham
said.
As the only group that brings
together industry and government
from across Australia to consider the
fruit fly management challenge, the
Council looks forward to maximising
the benefits of this investment and
providing advice on targeting these
investments for maximum impact.
This Ministerial announcement:
minister.agriculture.gov.au/littleproud/
Pages/Media-Releases/smart-fruit-flymanagement.aspx

About the National Fruit
Fly Council
The National Fruit Fly Council brings
together government, Hort Innovation
and growers to develop a national
approach to managing Mediterranean
fruit fly and Queensland fruit fly.
The Council is supported by a National
Manager as well as technical and
administrative support from Plant
Health Australia.

New start-up sets
sights on fruit fly
The Federal Government is helping
Australian farmers through a new
tech start-up taking aim at Australia’s
biggest biosecurity barrier to trade: the
fruit fly.
RapidAIM is a real-time monitoring
system that uses low-powered smart
sensors to detect the presence and
location of fruit flies.
Developed by Dr Nancy Schellhorn,
Darren Moore and Laura Jones
during their time at CSIRO, the smart
technology gives producers real-time
data flow of the pest via a linked
mobile app. It will potentially cut down
the need for time-consuming manual
monitoring of traps and enable a rapid
reaction to control the pest.
The RapidAIM system was successfully
trialled by some of Australia’s biggest
fruit producers in Victoria last year and
the researchers have now founded
the new RapidAIM company to help
take their invention to growers around
Australia in future fruit growing seasons.
Minister for Agriculture David
Littleproud said the Coalition
Government had committed $1.35
million to fund the trial of RapidAIM’s
automated smart traps.
“The trial will compare the automated
traps to the currently used manual traps
in locations in South Australia, Western
Australia, New South Wales, Victoria
and Tasmania,” Minister Littleproud
said.
“The smart traps use lures to attract
fruit flies. Females are lured in by food
and males by chemicals they think will
make them more attractive to female
flies.
“Sensors will be able to detect
when a fruit fly is in the trap by their
characteristic movements and send an
alert to a grower’s mobile phone.
“This innovative technology could
provide farmers access to real-time
data about the presence of fruit fly on
their farms and across their regions
so they can respond to an outbreak
quicker.”

Exotic pest threats
High priority exotic pest threats of stone fruit
This series from Plant Health Australia features exotic pests that would survive, spread
and establish in Australian stone fruit orchards should they get through border quarantine
controls. Growers should be familiar with their appearance and symptoms so that they can
distinguish them from the pests that they normally encounter.

Oriental fruit fly
(Bactrocera dorsalis)

skin of the fruit, which develop from
punctures or stings made by the female
as she lays her eggs. There may also
be black or brown marks caused by
decomposition of fruit.

What is Oriental fruit fly?
Oriental fruit fly (Bactrocera dorsalis)
is an exotic pest with more than 300
hosts, including stone fruit. In fact,
most edible fruit is susceptible.

typically cylindrical in shape, and are up
to 10mm long.

The pest would pose a major risk to
a range of industries if it entered and
became established in Australia as it
can cause up to 100% of unprotected
fruit to be lost.

After the fruit drops to the ground, the
maggots emerge and pupate in the
soil, leaving holes in the fruit where
they exited. Pupae are white to yellowbrown in colour and barrel shaped.

The pest could cause major economic
impacts, not only through production
losses to its wide range of host crops,
but also via restrictions on local trade
and international market access.

How does it spread?

The adult Oriental fruit fly is similar in
length to the common housefly (6 to 8
millimetres long), but is more slender.

Adults can fly long distances and the
transport of fruit infested with larvae
can result in global movement of the
pest.

Notable visual characteristics of the
Oriental fruit fly include:

¡¡A dark thorax (middle body section)
with two prominent yellow stripes
on top and yellow marks on each
side
¡¡a yellowish abdomen or lower body
part with a black T-shaped mark.
Female adults also have a tube with a
serrated tip that extends from the back
end of the fly. This tube is known as
an ovipositor and is used to penetrate
the host fruit or vegetable and deposit
eggs inside. Oriental fruit flies have
exceptionally long ovipositors and can
lay eggs in some fruit when in the hard,
green stage.

You should also look for larvae feeding
on suspect fruit, causing premature fruit
drop. When only a few larvae develop,
damage consists of an unsightly
appearance and reduced marketability
because of the egg laying punctures or
tissue breakdown due to the decay.
Finally, it is important to note that
considerable damage can occur inside
the flesh before noticeable signs of
infestation can be seen on the fruit.

What does it look like?

¡¡a narrow brown band along the
edge of its clear wings

Infested young fruit becomes distorted,
callused and usually drop, while
mature fruit develop a water-soaked
appearance.

Where is it now?
The female has a serrated-tip ovipositor
for penetrating the skin of fruit.
Image: Scott Bauer.

What can it be confused
with?
Oriental fruit flies cause similar
symptoms to endemic fruit flies such as
Queensland fruit fly or Mediterranean
fruit fly.
While there are some observable
differences between the different types
of fruit flies, ultimately an expert eye is
usually needed to identify Oriental fruit
flies under a microscope.

Eggs are white, and banana shaped,
measuring about 0.9x0.2mm. In the
process of egg laying, bacteria that
cause fruit to decay are also deposited.

Any fruit flies that look a bit different
from those regularly seen should be
reported and further examined by an
entomologist.

Within one to two days of being laid the
eggs hatch into maggots, which feed
on the fruit causing premature drop.
The maggots are a creamy white colour,

What should I look for?
The most obvious signs of infestation
are small discoloured patches on the

Oriental fruit fly is widespread
throughout Africa and Asia. It is also
found in Oceania in Papua New Guinea,
Palau, Hawaii, Tahiti and on Christmas
Island. It is currently not present in
Australia.

How can I protect my farm
from Oriental fruit fly?
It is important to check your property
frequently for the presence of new
pests and signs of unusual disease on
plants. Become familiar with common
pests of your crop, so you can tell if you
see something different and report it.
Biosecurity manuals for the summerfruit
and viticulture industries provide more
specific information on what to do
in orchards and vineyards to boost
on-farm biosecurity. These manuals
are available for free from the Farm
Biosecurity website farmbiosecurity.
com.au along with a range of other
resources.with larvae can result in
global movement of the pest.
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Conference report
Industry future focus of 2018 forum
Market trends, water prices, biosecurity
and labour hire were some of the hot
topics up for discussion at this year’s
dried grape industry forum.
Growers and industry representatives
from around Sunraysia, Swan Hill and
the Riverland converged in Mildura for
the Dried Fruits Australia (DFA) event on
Thursday 8 November.
DFA Chairman Mark King said about
50 people attended the forum at the
Mildura Working Man’s Club.
They heard from three guest speakers:
National Farmers’ Federation (NFF)
Chief Executive Officer Tony Mahar,
Plant Health Australia’s Susanna
Driessen and University of Adelaide
viticulture researcher Vinay Pagay.
“We have a top line-up of speakers
every year, and the topics that they
cover are very relevant to our growers,”
Mr King said.
“DFA has been a member of the NFF
for a long time, so it was great to have
Tony here to give us an update on what
the organisation is doing and how we
can continue to work together for the
good of the sector.
“Susanna’s talk about biosecurity and
the dried fruits industry was also very
timely, with DFA working to establish a
biosecurity levy.

“It is important to be aware of the risks
and challenges, and be prepared for an
outbreak in Australia, because it’s really
only a matter of time before we need
to respond to the incursion of an exotic
pest or disease.
“We need to have funds put aside to
act quickly when this occurs.”
In his keynote presentation, Mr Mahar
covered major issues affecting dried
grape growers. He outlined a number
of important initiatives the NFF and its
member organisations, including DFA,
have been working on.
“The NFF has a plan for agriculture to
achieve $100 billion in farm gate output
by 2030 – up from $63 billion in 20162017,” he said.
“We launched the plan, the 2030
Roadmap, at our National Congress
in October. It is the result of almost
a year’s worth of consultation with
members, agribusiness, the research
and development community, and
government.
“With a strategy in place, the hard work
begins. The NFF’s focus is to entrench
the actions identified in the roadmap in
our committee and policy development
process, of which Dried Fruits Australia
is a key part.”
The 2030 Roadmap can be viewed at
W: farmers.org.au/roadmap

Murray River Organics Chief Executive
Valentina Tripp.

Mr Mahar said the NFF has also been
advocating for an Ag Visa for almost
two years, to complement the existing
visa programs used by farmers.
“The NFF’s strong preference is to see
Australians filling Aussie farm jobs,” he
said.
“However, lots of farm work is labour
intensive, not available all year round,
and therefore not suited to some
Australian job seekers. The Working
Holiday Maker Visa and the Seasonal
Worker Programme are successful to
an extent, but they cannot adequately
meet agriculture’s labour needs.
“An Ag Visa would diversify the
countries from which workers are
sourced, and allow visa holders
to move between different farm
businesses – depending where and
when the work is available.”
Mr Mahar said an Ag Visa would
complement the Working Holiday
Maker Visa, the Seasonal Worker
Programme and the many initiatives
designed to see more Australians take
up farm jobs.

DFA Chairman Mark King with guest speakers Susanna Driessen and Tony Mahar.
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“The NFF has been buoyed by a
commitment by the Prime Minister
to bring the Ag Visa to fruition but
understands that the government
needs more data. To this end, the
NFF is asking all farm employers to
complete the National Harvest Labour

CSIRO researcher Peter Clingeleffer,
and representatives from processors
Sunbeam Foods, Australian Premium
Dried Fruits and Murray River Organics
also spoke at the forum.
All presentations are available to
download from the DFA website. This
includes a dried grape marketing levy
update, which Hort Innovation was
unable to present at the event.
W: driedfruitsaustralia.org.au/2018annual-conference

Annual general meeting

DFA Vice-Chairman Stephen Bennett and Chief Executive Anne Mansell with guest
speaker Vinay Pagay.

Information Service survey, which takes
less than 10 minutes to complete.”

function, yield, and fruit composition,”
he said.

Find out more and complete the form
at W: farmers.org.au/campaign/whyagriculture-needs-a-dedicated-visa
Dr Pagay presented on a heatwave
mitigation trial, which was conducted in
the Riverland in 2017-18.

“Our results showed that water
application can reduce heat stress in
vines and maintain acidity in grapes.
And the location of water application
was an important factor in achieving
greater cooling.”

“We evaluated several water-based
cooling treatments during heatwaves,
and assessed their effect on vine

Dr Pagay’s presentation was recorded
live on the DFA Facebook page and is
still available to watch.

A number of business items were up for
discussion at this year’s AGM, including
board elections, annual financial
statements, and membership fees.
Board appointments: Three dried
grape producers were elected to the
DFA Board. Current directors Mark
King, Stephen Bennett and Tony Martin
were reappointed for two-year terms.
Finance: The AGM resolved to adopt
the annual financial statements of Dried
Fruits Australia Inc. for the 12-month
period of 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018.
Kelly Nulty was also appointed as the
independent auditor for 2018/19.
Membership fees: The new tiered
producer member fees introduced
last year were retained for the coming
season.
Statutory research and marketing
levies: An unchanged research levy of
$11/t and an unchanged marketing levy
of $7/t was endorsed for all dried grape
deliveries in 2019.
New rules for an incorporated
association: The new Rules of
Association for Dried Fruits Australia
Inc. was adopted at the AGM.

DFA Field Officer Stuart Putland, Murray River Organics General Manager for Sunraysia
Wayne Turner and industry innovator Ivan Shaw.

It was developed for approval by
members prior to the meeting and
pointed out changes to the purposes
of the association and the deletion of
branches from the new rules.
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Farmer opinion
Water in the bank

This story was contributed by Warwick Lorenz, Managing Director of Australian Pump
Industries and a passionate advocate for the drought-proofing of Australia. His position is
that we need to be thinking 20 to 30 or even 50 years ahead when Australian will have a
population nearing 50 million and will have to sustain it by the diversification of inland cities
and smarter management of our water resources.
Australia is moving into a serious
drought, which in some parts of the
country is now in its fourth year.
Australia is a strong agricultural
producer with over 7.5 million square
kilometres of territory, inhabited by 25
million people. 60% of the population
live in four coastal cities and are largely
disconnected to the inland, or as
Australians call it, the outback!
While the National Farmers’ Federation
aims to build agricultural production
to $100 billion within a relatively short
period, their plans do not seem to
involve either government, industry
or even the farmers themselves in
any kind of plan to drought-proof the
country.
Key advocates for drought-proofing
are high profile Australians such as
billionaire Andrew ‘Twiggy’ Forrest, a
major player in the international iron ore
business and a large-scale beef cattle
farmer. Forrest is regarded as being a
bit of a dreamer even though he has
built a $14 billion iron ore empire.
“Everything I know starts with a dream
and the dream I want to share with
you is an Australia which does not fear
lack of water,” he told a conference in
Canberra in 2015.
Forrest wants to harvest 5,000
gigalitres of water from underground
aquifers and rivers to drought-proof
existing farmland. The plan – based on
Forrest’s childhood spent growing up
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on a remote cattle station in Western
Australia – is to open up thousands of
hectares of land for new agricultural
projects, something that is sorely
needed in Australia.
“I grew up in the bush, and the pastoral
station in the Pilbara was in the northwest isolated outback,” he said. “I saw
the agony and I felt the pain it caused
my parents, such anguish as they bore
personal witness to the ravaging effects
of the drought whilst the vegetation
around us wilted.
“I saw the wildlife, the birds, the
kangaroos, emus, goannas and
eventually the sheep and cattle all
meet, by their thousands, their dry and
dusty and painful death. It is those
emotions that I can never forget.”
I can relate to Forrest’s pain, as I have
seen family members suffer dry land
farming in eastern Australia where
two good years can be followed by
four or even five bad years with the
result of what should be beautiful and
productive farmland turning into dust
bowls.
I took my campaign to drought-proof
Australia to the then Deputy Prime
Minister of the country, Barnaby
Joyce, in May 2017. Joyce was not
only Deputy Prime Minister at the time
but was also Minister for Agriculture
and Water Resources. Under his
leadership new dams were planned
and feasibility studies funded to $60

million, with 39 studies undertaken
to access the economic viability of
water infrastructure projects. These
include dams, pipelines and managed
aquifer recharge projects. The studies
included the feasibility of building a
number of new dams in Queensland
and increasing the size of Lake Argyle
in Western Australia by raising the
spillway.
The government committed almost
$300 million to co-fund the construction
of five infrastructure projects to secure
new and affordable water for regional
economic development, including
new and expanded agriculture. These
commitments included the Rookwood
Weir in Queensland, Dungowan Dam
in NSW and a number of other key
projects valued at millions of dollars.
The tragedy is that in Australia it seems
that the Federal Government can have
the best of intentions but without the
cooperation of State Governments,
normally involved in an even share of
funding these big projects, they can’t
get up.
An added problem is the perceived
issue of State Governments being
preoccupied with staying in power,
and that means seeking votes from the
major population centres – the four key
capital cities in Australia.
The cost of this paralysis is being
reflected every day in headlines as
we move into an even deeper drought

situation. Headlines like “NSW
Government announces extra $500m
in drought assistance for struggling
farmers” tell us about well-meaning
government departments spending
millions of dollars to compensate for
the tragedy of farmland being lost.
We read about capital works
investment programmes to help build
and revitalise regions that don’t involve
water! We also read about pensions
being paid to farmers in the form
of Farm Household Allowances for
income support.
There is support relief from council or
government rates, education support
for children and even grandstanding
over securing three-year funding
for mental health support services!
Nobody seems to want to talk about
taking any long-term action for the
drought-proofing of the country.
Unfortunately, we have to contrast
this with massive investments being
undertaken in other areas. We see the
Three Gorges Dam in China and the
20,000 other dams built in China in
recent years as being a great example
of what can be done.
Ethiopia will continue the construction
of “Grand Ethiopian Renaissance
Dam” (GERD) on the River Nile despite
Egypt’s concern. Meanwhile Kenya is
building the Thwake Dam that will be
the largest single project in the country
and the region. It will provide a total of
134 million litres of water daily and be
the largest in East Africa. 1.3 million
people from the lower eastern region
in Kenya will benefit!
Meanwhile, the Australian drought
kicks in and it seems nobody is
prepared to really think about the longterm future.
We even have some politicians who
proudly claim credit for bringing about
programs to stimulate drought ravaged
communities in rural Australia worth up
to $35 million, when not a penny of it
went to drought prevention.
As one final shot on this subject, it
should be noted that the Australian
National University in Canberra
recently prepared a study in which they
identified 22,000 potential sites across
Australia for pumped hydro energy
storage. The maps showing locations
of potential store sites and a report on
the findings are readily available, but
at this stage that program seems to be
going nowhere.
Australia is ready for a major leap

I just wish he would share it with more
Australians!
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This article was published by The
Australian Farmer on their website
theaustralianfarmer.com on 16 August
2018.

forward, but somebody has to think
more than three years ahead (our
federal parliamentary term) and fund
the work to be done. To quote Andrew
Forrest, “Everything I know starts with
a dream”.

Real solution: Students help out
business By Marina Hacquin
About 40 SuniTAFE students
brainstormed to solve real businessrelated industry problems posed by
local businesses as part of the Real Day
Out challenge.
Working in small cross-cultural teams,
the students had 45 minutes to discuss
and pitch a solution or a series of ideas
back to the business, before navigating
to their next stop.
The initiative balanced problem solving
for employers and industry with an
immersive learning experience for
students.
Among the first team to solve a
marketing-related issue at the Dried
Fruits Australia building in Mildura was
international student Qian Zhou, from
China.
The hospitality student, who has been
living in Sunraysia for two years, shared
his knowledge of the Chinese market
with teammates.
“We have been asked how to improve
their dried fruit sales internationally and
in China,” he said.

“In China, people have new thoughts
about using more dried fruit in local
traditional food.
“We talked about the difference
of culture, and the importance to
communicate about the difference
between natural sugar and artificial
sugar.”
With exports up for the state,
iconic businesses, entrepreneurs
and government agencies alike are
tapping into the latent capabilities and
connections that international students
hold.
“There are so many more Victorian
organisations now thinking about or
expanding their export efforts, and
operating with a global mind set,”
Workforce BluePrint Managing Director
Wendy Perry said.
“Whether it is about exploring a
specific market, researching product
and market fit, or considering ways
to increase the length of stay in
Melbourne, Mildura and Victoria for
overseas tourists.
“All of these challenges require specific
knowledge and experience which is
where international students can really
add value.”
Stops for the Real Day Out included
Mildura Grand Hotel, Mildura Regional
Development, Hands Up Mallee, Andy’s
Kitchen, Mildura Visitor Information
Centre, Northern Mallee Leaders, Arts
Mildura, Dried Fruits Australia and ABC
Mildura Swan Hill.

SuniTAFE International students Qian
Zhou, from China, and Hsu (Ray) Jui-Hua,
from Taiwan, at Dried Fruits Australia.

This story was originally published in
published in the Sunraysia Daily on 1
December 2018.
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InnoGrape
Healthy soil = healthy grapes: Sustainable soil
management
longevity, sustained yield and superior
table grape quality.

The term ‘soil health’ is often used
interchangeably with the term ‘soil
quality’. Soil quality is a much older
concept that is generally used when
assessing the suitability of land for
agricultural purposes. Soil quality or
soil health encompasses the inherent
properties of a soil which are influenced
by:
¡¡Geological parent material
¡¡Climate under which the soil was
formed
¡¡Topography
¡¡Vegetation under which it was formed
¡¡Time (measured in thousands of years
on geological timescales).
In addition, there are dynamic quality
factors that can change quite rapidly
with use, such as the soil organic matter
content, microbial biomass and soil
structure. The recent use of the term ‘soil
health’ places an emphasis on the living
organisms found in soil (White, 2010).
Most definitions of this term consider
the holistic nature of soil, thereby
encompassing the physical, chemical
and biological components (Figure 1).

A healthy vineyard soil supports a
range of soil functional processes,
allowing for uniform vine growth,
making vineyard management easier.
It maintains vine health, increasing the
ability to protect against disease. It
improves water infiltration and water use
efficiency. Compaction and erosion are
prevented, nutrients are recycled, runoff
is minimised and natural biological
processes are taken advantage of to
reduce the need for chemical inputs.

Soil physical properties
Soil physical properties essentially
govern the potential volume of soil that
can be explored by roots. This volume is
primarily controlled by soil structure.
Soil structure relates to the arrangement
of primary particles (clay, silt and sand)
and the pores between them which
affect many physical, chemical and
biological aspects of the soil. These
include soil strength, water and nutrient
movement, soil aeration, soil hydraulic
properties, soil workability, preparation
of seedbeds, and soil erodibility.
The functional aspects of soil structure,
namely water supply and aeration
are the two most important soil
characteristics determining suitability of
soil for viticulture.
The soil structure determines the water
and nutrient reservoir available for vine
growth. An ideal soil will retain water in

profile and affect vine growth. One such
example is compaction. Compaction
layers can occur naturally, or from the
continued use of heavy machinery,
particularly when the soil is wet.
The effect of water storage and
availability on vine performance is
a topic that receives a great deal of
attention in the viticultural industries.
Water availability is mainly associated
with climate, storage of water in soil
and root access to the stored water is
dependent on soil physical properties.
This is also controlled by the grower
through irrigation management
practices.

Soil chemical properties
The ideal soil provides grapevines
with an adequate supply of macroand micronutrients, with an absence
of toxicity or deficiencies. A limitation
of nutrients reduces plant growth and
vigour, but an oversupply of nutrients
can be toxic to plant growth and pollute
waterways through leaching.
Many of the nutrients are in the soil
as positively-charged cations. Clay
particles and soil organic matter
are negatively-charged. The cation
exchange capacity (CEC) of soil
describes the ability of the soil to retain
these cations on the negatively-charged
soil particles in the vicinity of the root
zone, ensuring they are available for
plant use.
Nutrient form and availability are highly
dependent on soil pH. Soil pH is a figure
that notes acidity or alkalinity) The ideal
vineyard soil is pH 5.5 – 8.0, but many
of our Australian vineyard soils in the
Murray Valley have a natural pH > 8.0,
particularly in the subsoil.
Soil chemical analyses are useful for
determining the reasons for current vine
nutrition and probable trends for future
years, as well as monitoring appropriate
remediation strategies for problem soils.
To monitor vine nutrition, petiole and leaf
blade analyses are the most suitable
tests. These should be used routinely to
assess and design nutrition programs
for your vineyard.

Figure 1. Physical, chemical and biological properties of soil. The healthiness of a soil is
influenced by all three properties. Figure taken from Edwards et al., (2008).

Grapevines are perennial crops, with a
vineyard expected to have a commercial
lifespan of 20-30 years, or more. The soil
provides the habitat for the grapevine
root system and contributes to vine
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the root zone, and have good aeration
following irrigation and rain (minimum 15
- 25% air in soil pores).
Changes to the soil structure can restrict
air and water movement through the soil

The optimum pH range (measured in
water) for nutrient uptake is between 5.5
and 8.0 (Figure 2). Soils with a pH>8.0
(alkaline) can cause the following
nutrients to become poorly available for
vine uptake:
¡¡Phosphorus (P), iron (Fe), manganese
(Mn), zinc (Zn), copper (Cu) and boron
(B) because they form insoluble
compounds; and

¡¡Calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg)
because sodium (Na) takes their
place on the surface of colloids.
Alkaline soils may therefore be sodic
(characterised by a disproportionately
high concentration of sodium) and may
also produce ammonia gas as a result of
volatilisation of ammonium nitrogen.
Soils with a pH<5.5 (acidic) can cause
the following nutrients to become poorly
available for vine uptake:
¡¡P and molybdenum (Mo) because
they form insoluble compounds; and
¡¡Ca and Mg because they are
displaced by aluminium (Al) and
hydrogen (H).
In strongly acidic soils (pH<5.0), Al and
Mg may become freely available to
vines at toxic levels. Soil acidity can also
increase the uptake of heavy metals
such as Cu and lead (Pb) and decrease
the population of micro-organisms.
Many Australian soils are naturally
saline and/or sodic. Large parts of
Australian grape growing areas are
sodic and prone to waterlogging and
salt accumulation. In many areas
salinity and sodicity have increased
since establishment of the vineyard
because poor irrigation water is, of
necessity, used for irrigation, and also
because unsuitable irrigation practices
and excessive water applications are
common.

Statewide overview map of upper subsoil sodicity produced by Agriculture Victoria
Research – as published on Victorian Resources Online website at: http://vro.agriculture.
vic.gov.au/dpi/vro/vrosite.nsf/pages/soil_soil-sodicity.

High soil salinity is detrimental to vine
performance. An increase in salinity
has both an osmotic and a toxic effect,
causing reduction in yield, shoot growth,
bunch number, berry weight and an
increase in chlorine (Cl-), Na+ and acid
ion concentration in fruit. Grapevine
response to salinity varies with the grape
cultivar and/or rootstock.
High salt concentrations can predispose
soils to structure problems, including

the development of hard crusts that
reduce water infiltration. This occurs
when a high concentration of sodium
ions become bound to clay particles,
resulting in soil ‘slaking’ or ‘dispersion’
when the soil is subjected to rainfall.

Soil biological properties
Soils support a diverse range of
organisms, including fungi, bacteria,
nematodes, worms and insects. A single
gram of soil may contain more than
2,500,000,000 microorganisms.
The benefits of soil organisms are
considerable. They decompose plant
residues, contributing biomass to
soil organic matter, forming humus
and producing carbon dioxide which
dissolves in water to form weak carbolic
acid, breaking down insoluble mineral
compounds in rock. They convert
nutrients from organic to mineral forms,
rendering them available for uptake
by roots. They stabilise soil structure,
providing the ‘glue’ that holds soil
aggregates together, thus improving
water holding capacity. They can also
reduce disease problems by outcompeting soil-borne pathogens.

Figure 2. The effect of soil pH on the availability of nutrients to grapevines
(Longbottom 2009).

Grapevine roots form a special
relationship with some species of fungi.
This symbiotic relationship is called a
mycorrhizal association. The fungus
colonises the grapevine root and uses
it as a ‘home base’ from which it gains
sugars and carbohydrates from the
vine. From this ‘home base’, the fungus
continued on page 36
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Surface crusting (left) in sodic soils; and a ‘cloddy soil’ (right) with poor structure due to sodicity.

grows a threadlike network of hyphae
into the soil, accessing spaces too
small for the root hairs. In this way, the
grapevine gains access to phosphorus,
zinc and water reserves that it cannot
get by itself.
Soil organic matter (SOM) is a small.
but crucial. proportion of the solid
soil structure. It is comprised of
decomposed and partly decomposed
remains of living material including
by-products such as root exudates,
etc. The final breakdown product is
known as humus, which has five times
the water holding capacity and cation
exchange capacity of clay particles.
Most organic matter is found in the
surface layer of soil. The rate of organic
matter decomposition is influenced by
temperature, moisture, oxygen, and
nutrient content of organic materials.
An ideal vineyard soil contains 2-4%
organic matter (although this is very hard
to achieve in sandy soils in the Murray
Valley). SOM is the key to soil health.
It provides the carbon food source for
soil microbes and improves aggregate
stability, water infiltration and water
holding capacity, cation exchange
capacity, nutrient availability and has a
buffering effect on soil pH. Soil health
management centres on increasing the
SOM.

Summary and conclusions
Key soil health management
recommendations for table grape
producers:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Know your vineyard soils (soil
map of property 75x75m or
electromagnetic induction-based
soil map such as EM38);
Conduct soil analysis every few
years, measuring pH, EC (salinity),
chlorides, CEC;
Conduct annual plant nutrient
petiole analyses across different
table grape varieties (See
InnoGrape Module 2: Grapevine
mineral nutrition and fertiliser
management);
Think about soil organic matter
management - where possible
utilise:
¡¡Inter-row cover crops;
¡¡Undervine mulches;
¡¡Compost

5.

Avoid soil compaction where
possible
¡¡Modify equipment (lightest
possible, wider tyres, low tyre
pressures);
¡¡If possible maintain permanent
cover crops;
¡¡Never use heavy machinery in
vineyard when soil is saturated;
¡¡Utilise undervine mulches to
minimise compaction and soil
structural degradation under drip
irrigation;

6.

Minimise soil erosion
¡¡Consider no tillage systems;
¡¡Establish permanent cover crops
in vineyard, on farm roads, along
irrigation channels;

7.

Use undervine mulch to conserve
soil moisture where possible.
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Best practice in action
Scenarios for summer rain events
From early January, it is vital to start
carefully monitoring weather forecasts
from the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM)
and other weather sites in which you are
confident.
It is essential to plan for a number
of weather scenarios to enable
preparedness and consequent action
when and if rain occurs.

Possible scenarios for
summer pruning
The following are possible scenarios for
summer pruning varieties that are not
rain tolerant, especially sultanas.
1. No rain pre and during harvest.
Rainfall data shows it is a rare
occurrence to have no rain throughout
the whole harvest period.
Despite the forecasts, all summer
pruning should proceed with a sense
of urgency to make the most of hotter
drying conditions and longer day length.
This maximises the likelihood of drying
high quality, light-coloured grapes.
2. Rain late-January (fruit immature,
but splitting). This scenario places
growers between a rock and a hard
place. Fruit will be immature, but
splitting has occurred.
When confronted with this situation,
consideration needs to be given to what
the potential losses are going to be –
loss of weight due to lower than optimal
maturity, high losses of crop due to
mould and botrytis infections, moulds in
bunches, and defect and contamination
penalties. The below Indicative Maturity
Table can assist in making these
assessments. If the decision is made to
go ahead and summer prune, priority
should be given to starting with the
ripest fruit, which is also likely to be the
most damaged patch.

Split sultanas.

3. Rain forecast early-February (fruit
near maturity). Careful consideration
must be given to the certainty of the
chances and amount of forecast rain. At
this stage, the maturities of fruit across
the vineyard, or at least the patches
considered to be early maturing, should
be known. Again, consult the Indicative
Maturity Table, showing weight gained
vs brix.
Consideration should be given to
summer pruning before any predicted
sustained rain if there is potential for little
weight loss. Do not spray the fruit with
emulsion at cutting. Spraying should
commence once the rain has cleared
and should continue with haste until
finished.
4. Rain forecast early to mid-February
(fruit mature). As with the third scenario
(rain forecast early-February), the ripest
patch or the most susceptible to splitting
should be summer pruned before any
significant rain event. There should
be no concern for weight loss due to
premature cutting. Once the rain has
cleared, commence spraying as soon
as possible to maximise the chances
of producing light fruit. Ideally, wetting
should be undertaken within one day
either before or after summer pruning.
However, with the likelihood of humid
conditions prevailing after rain, this
period may be able to be extended
without causing the fruit to potentially
darken.

Indicative Maturity table
Date

Maturity
Brix

Maturity
Baume

Drying
ratio

Wet yield
(tonnes/acre)

Dry yield
(tonnes/acre)

Feb 8

18.7

10.4

4.5

13.5

3.0

Feb 15

19.7

10.9

4.4

14.1

3.2

Feb 22

20.8

11.6

4.1

14.3

3.5

Mar 1

21.8

12.1

3.8

14.5

3.8

Mar 8

23.0

12.8

3.5

14.6

4.2

5. Rain during summer pruning and
wetting. Depending on how long after
wetting that rain occurs, fruit will need
to be re-sprayed. Opinion is divided
on when this time is. Carefully inspect
the fruit, looking for bloom to re-appear
on the skin. If the rain-affected fruit
has re-bloomed, spraying with an
emulsion of 0.5% oil and 0.6% potash
is recommended. Respray fruit that was
originally sprayed less than five or six
days before the rain. Assess how much
the rain has penetrated into the centre of
the bunch to determine if the respraying
operation should be carried out using a
wetting machine or spraying with side
nozzles with or without air assistance.
6. Rain after completion of summer
pruning and wetting. When rain occurs
while fruit is still turgid, it is unlikely to
darken as a result of the enzyme effect
on the skin. However, if this fruit is
not re-sprayed (particularly that which
has not long been wet) it will re-bloom
and dry slowly, resulting in a dark
colour. Spray this fruit again using the
appropriate equipment, but take care
not to overdo the spraying. Too much
emulsion on the berries will promote
higher reabsorption, hence producing
dark fruit.
7. Rain near completion of drying
on vine (fruit 25–20% moisture). Do
not panic when fruit is at this stage of
drying. It is usually too wet to harvest.
If fruit is harvested at this moisture level
or above, berries will be broken, sugars
will exude from the broken berries and
the harvested fruit will become a sticky
mess, with leaf fragments adhering to
the berry surface. It is best to wait for
the weather to clear and the fruit to dry
to a stage where it is in a good condition
to harvest without causing any damage
to the fruit – this is somewhere around
16–15%. It is pointless waiting for the
fruit to dry to 13% or less as it has to
be an exceptionally hot and dry season
for fruit to be fully dry and harvested for
delivery straight off the vines into the
bins.

Best practice
It is important that, as grapes begin
to ripen, regular maturity samples are
taken and recorded of fruit from various
patches of vines. This knowledge will
assist in making decisions about when
and where to start summer pruning in
the event of rain.
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